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In the history of mankind, marriage is both a unique
and a universal social institution, recognized by all
peoples, all religions and all races. After marriage
comes the family, which is an institution or organization,
in which the father may be regarded as president, the
mother as the general manager, the first child as a
supervisor. This statement is applicable to the family
L.
in the traditional culture of Uneme-Erhurun. In the modern
family the role and function of the first born has been
eroded.
The chief purpose of this thesis is to study the
conflicts created by social change from traditional to
"modern marriage." The thesis will consider the role
played by the British legal system and Christianity in
providing the impetus for the creation of these conflicts.
It is also of great significance that this study
shall be able to show that some previous studies done in
Africa by Western sociologists and anthropologists were




This study offers several new concepts and definitions
which may contribute to the field of Social Science. It is
interesting to note that both Western scholars and non-Western
scholars have neglected to study the nature of the conflict
between traditional marriages and the Christian or modern
marriages. There are significant differences in practices
between the two cultural patterns.
Statement of the Problem
To show that there is conflict between traditional
patterns of African marriage and patterns of Western
Christian marriage, the case of Uneme-Erhurun, Bendel
State of Nigeria, will be examined and analyzed. There
are conflicts because of social changes in law and in
religion which have been introduced by Western change
agents.
Thus, the first purpose of this study is to show
the conflicts due to fundamental social changes in law and
religious aspects of both the traditional African marriage
and modern Western marriageThese social changes were
initially imposed upon the Unemian people by those who
defeated them in military conquest and thereafter introduced
western concepts of law and government, and Christian
concepts of religion in Nigeria. These changes have
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inevitably affected and altered the Unemian pattern of
life. The problems which cause conflicts in marriage were
brought to Nigeria in the name of "civilizing the people
from primitivism." "Thus," David Hume said, "the Negroes of
Africa have received from nature no intelligence that rises
above foolishness. He invites anyone to quote a single
example of a Negro who has exhibited talents." (Baber:
1974. 19). It was this philosophy that stimulated the
British to take it as their duty to civilize Nigeria* It
is apparent that it is a racist attitude.3
Culturally, the problem emanates from eight signifi¬
cant factors. They involve (1). the disorganization of the
traditional kinship system; (2) the elimination of the
practice of early bethrothal; (3) the substitution of
polygamous for monogamousmarriage. (4) the substitution
of Christian for the traditional concept or function of
religion in marriage; (5) the disruption caused by
Western philosophy of marriage and family; (6) the confusion
created by changes in the role of women such as the adoption,
by the wife, of her husband's surname; (7) the involvement
of the public or state as a third person in the marriage in
addition to the kin groups involved; and, (8) finally problems
which arise when the bridegroom attempts to combine the
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two opposing expenses and length of time of the
engagement.
It is the writer's aim to observe, analyze and dis¬
cuss with reference to the above cited factors, the social
problems emanating from the conflicting patterns of marriage,
using Uneme-Erhurun as a case study. It is of great im¬
portance to note that the concept of "modern western
Christian marriage" fundamentally opposes the philosophy,
historical experience, and even the cultural values of most people
of Nigeria. Hence, there are bound to be problems of conflicts
in marriages imposed on the Unemian as a modern.
The style of the traditional marriage is in contra-
diction with European values. Since the Unemiens were
"civilized" or acculturated to British ways and not vice
versa, a problem has been created.5^ Incidentally, many
writers have been very observant along the lines of these
changes. Among them are the novelists Cyprician Ekwesi
and Chinua Achebe. Ekwesi has written: "I was born
sixty-five years ago at a time when man was man and women
were won by those who deserved them." (Ekwesi: 1960:9)
Though these books are works of literature and non-
scientific, they give a general idea of the social trends
which have evolved. We may paraphrase Achebe's quotation
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of Yeats to read; "Things fall apart, the center cannot
behold. The 'wife or wives' cannot hear the husband, mere
anarchy is loose upon 'the marriage institution'." (Yeats.
1948: 215)
It is of fundamental importance to give attention to
this quotation as it reflects the social trends in Uneme-
Erhurun. As the Christian missionaries started their
conversion of the males, many of them were asked to divorce
their second and third wives as a condition of acceptance
into the Christian faith. V
It is odd that no great attention has been given to
the particular problem of marital change and conflict by
sociologists or social scientists. There are some books that
deal directly with native marriage. One such book is the
ethnographic study done by Lucy Mair, Native Marriage in
Buganda. See also Colson, 1958; Evans-Pritchard, 1951; James,
1965; Herskovits, 1962; Cohen, 1961 and Diop, 1959.
But aside from a few articles in periodicals, there
is no specific literature on the conflict between modern
marriage and traditional marriages. The only general
literatxare that deals with the subject is an article written
by Peter Abrahams "The Conflict of Culture in Africa."
(July 1954; 304-12) But this book basically reviews the
political institution rather than marriage.
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Lacy Mair has written "Polygamy is usually described
as any departure from the Christian standard of an ex¬
clusive sexual partnership between one man and one woman
deriving ethical as well as legal recognition from the community.
The conflict between European and African attitudes on the
subject of sex and marriage is commonly designed by Europeans
as simply opposition between monogamy and polygamyIn
the same way the noun, polygamy, is used indiscriminately
to refer to an African who marries two v/ives and a European
who has a wife and a mistress. It is assumed that the common
element in the two cases is an indulgence of sexual passions
beyond the bounds set by Christian code." (Mair, 1940: 1)
To some extent she has made valuable points about the
European culture. Traditionally, in Uneme, in most cases,
monogamy is associated with lower social status in the
community. Although, the Christian code was mentioned, the
author failed as to treat the subject adequately.
Abriel Osei has written,
African civilization was all along stable and
indestructible precisely because it made the
family the foundation of the state and sub¬
ordinated everything else to it. The individual
was practically nothing; the family was
everything. Family rights transcended all
other rights. (Osei, 1971: 11)
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In Uneme-Erhurun, the above quotation represents both the
ideal and the real cultural pattern of the family. In
every marriage the families join in marriage for the sake
of their children, vice versa. The children marry for the
good of the family. However, in Western Christian and other
cultures, marriage is a personal responsibility. Uneme-Erhurun
expects the families to marry for their children; the wife
belongs to her kin. Any act contrary to this results in
deviancy in Uneme-Erhurun, and will meet with consequences
such as sanctions from the family. ^
Peter Abrahams says, "Kikwyu said, we do not want to
turn out Black imitations of English men." (Abrahams, 1954; 1)
The central social problem of Uneme-Erhurun society is that
women and men are stimulated to obtain a western education and
in the process of this new socialization, their new values
come into conflict with their traditional cultural values
and philosophical concepts.A Paul Bohannon, an eminent
anthropologist, says: "Americans seem to have an in¬
exhaustible interest in polygny and in bride-wealth."
(Bohannon, 1964: 158) But it is only a cultural constraint
that causes monogamy. Many Americans would prefer polygamy




What are the theoretical frames of references which
are used to throw light upon this particular study? In
the researcher's opinion, some conventional concepts and
definitions may not help to project the true understanding
of the problem. On this account, the researcher will introduce
some new concepts as well as some of the accepted concepts.
The concepts and theories that will influence the study are
conflict theory, exchange theory, pluralism, ethnomethodology,
cultural-outgush and cultural relativism.
Cultural-Outqush. — This is defined as the despotic
process where the oppressor consistently invents and ex¬
ports cultural norms to the oppressed, undermining the
rationality of the conquered; thus, denying them their
unique cultural identity. This precedes acculturation which
is the very process of implementing the cultural outgush.
Marriage. — This is defined as the exchange of persons
of opposite sex and the recognition of everlasting affinal
bonds between the kingroups of the groom and the bride; it
enhances the common good of the parties concerned, not only
involving pro-creation, but maintaining and upholding the
values designated by society as morally accepted norms of
behavior.
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Conflict. — According the Coser, "Conflict may be
seen as a struggle over values and claims to scarce status,
power and resources in which the aim of the opponents are
to neutralize, injure or eliminate their rivals." (Coser,
1956: 8) This definition gives the true meaning to the
study of the Uneme-Erhurun traditional marriage as it faces
possible elimination by western marriage culture. Thus,
the western marriage is perceived as modernr the Unemian
marriage as primitive. But, the conflict in values re¬
flected by the terms "modern" or "primitive" is not re¬
cognized in societal philosophy of Uneme-Erhurun.
Kinship. — Kinship is conceptually defined as the
network of consanguineal and affinal relationships among
people of common descent, who historically believe in their
uniqueness.
Betrothal. — The term betrothal should be classified
into two categories for the purpose of this study and for
the enlightenment of the non-African academic world. The
meaning of betrothal, according to Gould and Kolb, "denotes
the formal engagement to marry." (Gould and Kolb, 1964: 54-5)
In Uneme-Erhurun, however, there is another concept which
may be termed "divination betrothal." It is a religious
concept, and it involves a process of marrying a reincarnated
child to an earthly man or woman in order to sever its
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marriage relationship in the other world. This allows the
child concerned to live in a status without which she or he
would be expected to die. Although it is a behavior in
process of extinction, it is of great significance for an
Unemian or African who may read this work in the future
to recognize the new concept which the western academic
community is not yet aware of.
Victor Uchendu states that the "achievement of marital
status is a complex process with many aspects which develop
through recognized stages." (Uchendu, 1977: 79) This is
a statement of fact and relates to Uneme. It is important
to understand this practice and particularly to see clearly
its social-cultural functions, uchendu states.
In most if not in all parts of Black
Africa, a payment of goods or services
or cash by the bride-groom to the bride's
kinship group is an essential part of the
legitimation of marriage. It is definitely
not as one might imagine, purchasing a wife.
The bride wealth consists of the elements
of material culture such as beads, cowries,
knives, calebashes and chattel. (Uchendu,
1977: 70-3)
The observation of these types of material culture in
the cases of the marriage of the researcher's sisters and
many of his nieces enhances his first-hand information as
a participant-observer and as a socialization process which
enhances the reliability and validity of his study.
George Peter Murdock has defined the family as
...a social group characterized by common
residence, economic cooperation, and re¬
production. It includes adults of both
sexes, at least two of whom maintain a
socially approved sexual relationship, and
one or more children, own or adopted, of the
sexually cohabitating adults. The family
is to be distinguished from marriage, which
is a complex of customs centering upon the
relationships between a sexually associating
pair of adults within the family. Marriage
defines the manner of establishing and termina¬
ting such relationship, the norminative behavior
and reciprocal obligations within it, and the
locally accepted restrictions upon its personnel.
Three distinct types of family organiza¬
tions emerge from our survey of 250 representative
human societies. The first and most basic,
herewith, is the Nuclear Family which consists
typically of a married man and woman with their
offspring, although in individual cases one
or more additional persons may reside with
them. The Nuclear Family will be more familiar
to the reader as the type of family recognized
to the exclusion of all others by our own
society. Among the majority of the peoples of
the earth, however, nuclear families are com¬
bined, like atoms, in a molecule, into larger
aggregates. These composite forms of the family
fall into two types which differ in the principles
by which the constituent nuclear families are
affiliated.
'A Polygamous* Family consists of two or
more nuclear families affiliated by plural
marriages, i.e., by having one married parent
in common. Under polygamy, for instance, one
man plays the role of husband and father in
several nuclear familial groups.
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An Extended Family consists of two or
more nuclear families affiliated through an
extension of the parent-child relationship
rather than of the husband-wife relationships,
i.e., by joining the nuclear family of a
married adult to that of his parents. The
patrilocal extended family, often called the
patriarchal family, furnishes an excellent
example. It embraces, typically, an older
man, his wife or wives, his unmarried
children, his married sons and their wives
and children of the latter. Three genera¬
tions live under a single roof or in a cluster
of adjacent dwellings. (Murdock, 1949: 1)
This is western oriented or Eurocentric, intended for
comparative research, and implies that polygamy is only a
network of monogamous marriages which share a common
husband. The definition is not applicable to Unemian.
It is a statement from an anthropologist, who views
the world from American perspectives, American experiences,
and Eurocentric ideas. What did Murdock mean by polygamous
families containing two or more nuclear units affiliated by
plural marriages, and what are affiliated and to what degree?
plural Society. -- This is defined as "a society com¬
prising two or more elements or social orders v;hich live
side by side yet without mingling in one political unit."
(Gould and Kolb, 1964: 506-7)
Polygamy as "a term denotes the type of marriage in
which more than one legal spouse is permitted." (Gould
and Kolb, 1964: 516-7)
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Culture, — This may be defined as the total way of
life of a people that helps them to shape and predict
their destinies.
Ethnomethodoloqy. — This studies "the process by which
people invoke certain taken-for-granted rules about behavior
with which they interpret an interaction situation and make
it meaningful." (Wallace and Wolf, 1980: 270)
Exchange. — "A norm of reciprocity; an internalized
rule that makes human beings recognize an obligation to give
in return for what they receive." (Wallace and Wolf,
1980: 165)
Methodology
The study of a society, such as Uneme-Erhurun, whose
history is based on oral traditions requires a participant-
observer; one who is a member of the group and who has been
thoroughly educated and socialized as a true Unemian so
that he or she not only provides information on the culture
but vdio also can provide a rationale for the behavior. In
the process of his socialization the researcher was not
taught unnecessary or deceitful information; he speaks
the language which is the mother's tongue. And, he has been
trained as a member of the society to uphold the values of
the community and to conform to its morals and norms in
such a way as to be able to teach the young ones.
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The analysis of the data collected will validate the
research. The literature reviews will help to report and
verify Eurocentric views, whether accurate or not. Note
that Radcliffe-Brown and Forde say at the beginning of
their study,
History, the authentic record of
events and conditions of the past, is
entirely different from pseudo-history.
If we ask how it is that a society has.the
social institutions that it does have at
a particular time, the answer can only be
supplied by history.
Where we have records we can trace
the development of social institutions
over several centuries. For most African
societies the records from which we can
obtain authentic history are extremely
scarce or in some instances entirely
lacking. We cannot have a history of
African institutions. (Radcliffe-Brown
and Forde, 1950; 1-2)
This quotation shows the bias of the work of those
most celebrated western scholars towards oral history.
It also serves as the point of the researcher's departure
from Eurocentric studies of these men. Lucy Mair's
Native Marriages in Buganda, was published in 1940, but
W. E. Blyden's African Life and Customs, was published
in 1908. There are many other sources such as books by
Arabic and African scholars which have not been available
for Europeans to review imparting valuable information
about kinship. Therefore, an African may have to disagree
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with the statement of Radcliffe-Brown that there was no
history of African institutions in 1950.
In the opinion of the researcher, the method of charting
or diagramming kinship systems and terminology used by
Radcliffe-Brown and Forde, and other anthropologists is
biased. It is based on a genealogical method developed for
comparative purposes but emphasizing the relative status
of individuals rather than the groups involved. It is quite
possible that many of these informants were Christian
converts.
See, also, the work of Ben-Jochannon, African Origin of
the Major Western Religions, (New York: 1970), and. Diop
Cheik Anta's African Origin of Civilization: Myth or
Reality. (Paris: 1955)
Data Analysis
The data to be analyzed is ethnographic or descriptive.
Informants and personal observations are used for historical
background and contemporary analysis; another tool used by
the researcher is a set of diagrams or tables to illustrate
comparatively the processes by which marriage is accomplished
in both traditional and modern cultures.
In addition, there is economic analysis in these tables
which shows that when all the items in each column are priced
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and computed, the expense of the so-called "modern marriage"
will be greater than that of the traditional marriage. When
one combines both types of marriages, there are both monetary
and cultural conflicts for the Unemians or African society.
The bride wealth in either case becomes a financial burden.
Another aspect of culture places a limitation on data
collection, that of gender: the rituals and marriage
sacrifices of the female population are not discussed with
males; nor are marriage rituals and sacrifices of males
discussed with females. It should be noted that women have
to participate in more marriage rituals than men in order
to discharge their responsibilities to the goddesses of
fertility and the moon for the conception of females. To a
male therefore, many of the details of female ceremonies are
not known or available for analysis. Hence, a female
anthropologist needs to do a similar study to give a more
complete picture of the traditional marriage rituals of
the females.
The conflicting changes cited above affect the fabric
of African society. The thesis addresses the importance
of marriage and the family and uses new concepts to show that
Polygamy is not a necessary evil as deemed by the Europeans.
The following phenomena are in need of further discussion:
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(a) The new ccaicepts of description and
analysis;
(b) The need for legislation by the
Nigerian government to allow one
pattern of marriage and not the
combination of the two;
(c) The re-education of men and women
towards the importance of traditional
marriage;
(d) The need for the government's official
acceptance and recognition of the fact
that some men have more than one wife;
(e) The need to allow the African to openly
discuss the immorality of the western
marriage institution of serial monogamy,
which is now prohibited or not permissable.
There are often informal sanctions which
operate against Africans who criticize
western institutions. The fact is,
however, that serial monogamy is as
abhorrent to the African, as bigamy or




































small number who live in the present day Igun street area
of Benin, as a relic of the Unemian's old site in Benin
mainland, left the city.
The small number of men and women who left were too
insignificant for the Oba's army to punish or fight. What
happened was reported to the King. The Oba then called
them "Uneme," meaning: "You are above me." And he cursed
them so that they could never again unite in a large body.
Hence, the Uneme have settled in seven different communities
as follows: Uneme-Uzannu, Uneme-Anegbettee, Uneme-Ekpoma,
Uneme-Nekwuah, Uneme-Ekpe, Uneme-Erhurun, and Uneme-Okiosun.
The specific site of this study is Uneme-Erhurun. Geo¬
graphically, it is in the northwest of Auchi. It is bounded
in the north by its sister community, Uneme-Okiosun, in the
west by Uneme-Ekpoma, east by Okperran, and in the South
by Igbiran. Uneme once occupied a large territory. Prior
to the seventeenth century Jihadist movement, refugees
settled in the Unemian's land. Among them were the Okperran
and Igbiran. Today Uneme-Erhurun occupies about forty-five
square miles of land. The landscape is mountainous, with a
river-valley. Its short and undulating landscape is covered
with numerous stones and great alluvial soil and clay suitable
for its pottery industry.
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The population of Uneme is the fourth largest community
of the old Afemuah division of the mid-western region. As
of the 1973 census, the population of the Unemians numbered
about 55,000. It is important to note the Unemian natural
increase in population. With the economic activities present
in the area, the Unemians are able to maintain a steady popu¬
lation growth. Along with the Unemian natural increase in
population is the persistence of conservative cultural rules
on morals and sex.
The Unemian economy is based on farming, trading, fish¬
ing, hunting, blacksmithing, iron production, and the work
of artisans. These sources fundamentally provide the liveli¬
hood of the Unemians. The iron industry in particular supports
their security. They have produced arms and sold tools, which
have enabled them to determine the pattern of trade. In testing
their arms, they fought neighbors and expanded their terri¬
tory. They took captives who were set free after serving
the Unemian community. Those who may have wished to stay
were resettled by the Oba and the community.
Cosmology and Life
The cosmology and life of Unemians is similar to that
of the Igbo, as explained by Victor C. Uchendu: "To know
how a people view the world around them is to understand
how they evaluate life; and a people's evaluation of life.
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both temporal and non-temporal provides them with a character
of action, a guide to behaviour. Their cosmology explains
how everything came into being." (Uchendu. 1965: 11).
Thus, Unemians in all aspects of their culture — material,
spiritual, economic, political, or religious — have reverence
for the concept of Oghene-Okpaashal, which means that the gods
are responsible for everything, both explainable or unexplain¬
able, and which serves to unite heavenly and earthly beings
in collaboration for the common good of man and nature.
To achieve this harmony, the leader must consult an
oracle and perform whatever action the oracle suggests. if
he is a ruler and the heavens are dissatisfied with his reign,
he must leave the throne. Thus, the oracle's suggestions,
when properly observed, will solve the conflicts between
nature and man. Hence, the heavens and earthly spirits
function in harmony. In addition to the aspect of cosmo¬
logy which theorizes about the origin and character of the universe,
Uchendu refers to two others: (1)"cosmology as a system of pre¬
scriptive ethics, which defines what the members of the group
ought to do and what they are to avoid,and (2) cosmology as
an action system which reveals what the members of the group
actually do as manifested in their overt and covert behavior.
The latter: is very important, if we are to understand the
dynamic factors in the culture." (Uchendu. 1976: 11) These
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apply both to Uneme and Africa in general.
Unemians believe in a concept of reincarnation. In
Uneme-Erhurun view of life, it is the custom to have an¬
cestors in the role of life giver. It is important to
realize they expect everybody to have a reincarnator;
symbolically a man or woman God. This is of great
significance to the Uneme. Hence, when the reincarnator
is dead, sacrifices are given to him or her at least
annually. If a reincarnator is living, the reincarnated
must never see the living reincarnator until death. Accord¬
ing to the Unemian concept of life, life to them is within
everything; thus, everything is within the range of life
and life embraces part of nature. Man is within life and
the central tendency of civilization and man's major role
is to regulate and maintain harmony with nature. It is
within the scope of this value orientation that man can
attain peaceful co-existence with all nature and its gifts.
Any violation of the cosmological order will plunge man
into total conflict and the uncertainty of fears and
insecurity. To the Unemian principle everything is life
and life is everything.
Religion. — Ember and Ember (1973:246) wrote this:
"Religion may be defined as any set of attitudes, beliefs,
and practices pertaining to supernatural power, whether that
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power be forces, gods, spirits, ghosts, or demons." The
researcher prefers to define religion, for the purposes
of this study, as any set of forms, attitudes, beliefs,
and ritualization practices, pertaining to super natural
power or to a symbolic representation of that power, such
as God, gods, spirits, ghosts, or any objects which can be
appealed to for help by a group of people or an individual.
See also: Bradberg, R. E. 1966 and Skinner, Elliott 1958.
Uneme religion is fundamentally pantheistic, for every¬
thing is divine and anything can be god-like. In Uneme,
therefore, there is belief in seven gods. The three most
significant ones are Eberumeshaah, Igbode, and Irimi.
Eberumeshaah, the god of creation, is mainly responsible
for the complexion and the giving of life and health. Igbode
is the god of protection. Irimi is the god of the ancestoral
links between the living and dead. God's spiritual beings
not mentioned in this study include female goddesses. The
information in this research is centered around male gods,
since it is forbidden for Unemian men to communicate any¬
thing about the goddesses.
"A great number of beliefs and practices are
to be found in any African society. These
are not, however, formulated into systematic
set of dogmas which a person is expected
to accept. People simply assimilate what¬
ever religious ideas and practices are heard
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or observed by their families and communi¬
ties. These traditions have been handed
down from forefathers and each generation
takes them up with modifications suitable
to its own historical situation and needs.
Individuals hold differences of opinion
on various subjects; and the myths, rituals,
and ceremonies may differ in detail from
area to area. (Mbiti. 1970: 4-5)
This statement applies to the Uneme-Erhurun. Religious
ideas and practices held or observed vary from family to
family, but also possess some high degree of similarity of
pattern and function. "In Africa everything is religious,
religion is everything." (Osei. 1971:13-3) The belief in
life after death is a very basic concept expressing the
Uneme-Erhurun's view of life continuity. Unemians accord¬
ing to information given to the researcher by some elders,
do not believe that life begins at biological birth.
As stated above, they uphold the notion of reincarna¬
tion, a concept which fully transcends the popular western
concepts of 'Kingdom of God.' It is Unemian belief that
every person will reincarnate for seven times to accomplish
his or her life plan after which the person will rest per¬
fectly with the ancestral spirits. However, a person's age
and good moral conduct are the primary determinants to
reincarnate as plants or insects.
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Religion in African societies are written
not on paper, but in people's hearts, minds,
oral history rituatls, and religious person¬
ages like the priests, rainmakers, officiating
elders, and even Kings. Everybody is a re¬
ligious carrier. Therefore, we have to study
not only the beliefs concerning God and the
spirits, but also the religious journey of
the individual from before death to after
physical death, and to study also the persons
responsible for performing formal rituals
and ceremonies. What people do is motivated
by what people believe, and what they believe
springs from what they do and experience. So
then, belief and action in African traditional
society cannot be separated. They belong to
a single whole. (Mbiti, 1970: 5)
This is applicable also to the Unemians. It is important
to bear in mind that the Unemian believe in a supreme being
"Oghene no Mah Aigbooh." Traditionally, there is no concept
of hell, nor of paradise, nor a day of judgment to ascertain
those who will go to hell or heaven in their religious beliefs.
Their notion of those that will be reincarnated in the form
of animals or plants does not seem to them as 'hell bent',
rather as a part of a natural process participating in the
functions of peaceful co-existence. The religion is the
people, and the people are the religion. The two are
interwoven.
Kinship System and Lineage Structure. — "A kinship
system is therefore a network of social relations which
constitutes part of that total network of social relations
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which is the social structure." (Radcliffe-Brown and Daryll
Forde, eds. 1950: 13) A definition such as this is too broad,
because there are many social networks in which kinship is
not involved in Uneme-Erhurun; things such as digging a grave
for their close kinship or leading some initiation. In these
cases the in-laws take the leading roles. Some other duties will
be performed by kinship friends. Kinship in this study will
refer to a network of consanguineal relationships among
people who recognize their common descent and who historically
believe in their own uniqueness kinship-wise.
The Unemians are a strongly kin-centered culture. Kin¬
ship is the beginning and the end of everything. Once one
is born into a kin group, nothing changes one's group status.
Kinship is systematically organized and hierarchically ordered,
r.ee also (Mendoza, 1977: 683) This specifically means that
in Uneme-Erhurun, like all its other sister communities, there
are seven kinship groups which are ranked according to status:
Uzanua, Owah Feeh-Oba, Owah-Feeh Okaikun, Imiakpeloh, Imia
Vaah, ImiiEkeh, and Imia Akpii. The kinship group known as
Owah Feeh in Uneme is fundamental to its daily existence (kin¬
ship group). A hierarchy of age, this means Unemian is a
gerontocracy of an old-centered culture.
Age and wisdom are the bases for status, power, authority,
and mobility. The kinship system is an gerontocracy by nature.
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“A government by the old. This equally refers to the
whole system and organization, sex is not left behind
in the age grade, in the kin group, or the community
in general." (Van den Berghe. 1973; 120) Age grades
and age sets in Uneme are called "Usee." An age grade
based on relative age would classify together, for
example, children between the ages of 1-5 years. An
age set would refer to children that pass through initia¬
tion at the same time. An older age group has more power
than a younger age group; also, an older female age set
has more power than a younger male. In all societies,
births, puberty, and death are important social events
marked by rites of passage. Infants are given few
responsibilities, but gradually they are trained con¬
sciously and unconsciously to behave according to their
appropriate age set and roles. They are initiated into
social responsibilities commensurate with their skills
and strengths. At puberty, or near puberty, a ritual
typically marks the social recognition of adult status,
which means reasonableness and responsibility (Berghe.
1973; 74-5).
The principle of gerontocracy in the kinship system
imposes the greatest responsibility on the oldest man and
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woman. The oldest man, Uzanu, is the second in command
at the palace. The oldest woman plans and performs female
ceremonies. The oldest woman has a status equal to that
of the chief, since she controls all of the female acti¬
vities and organizes their religious rituals. The oldest
woman in Unemian culture is called "lyuu-Uneme." The
oldest woman in every kin-group is a member of the woman's
executive council. These leaders have ritual roles in
all the kin-groups: to maintain harmony, security, provide
education, perform ceremonies, religious worship, partici¬
pate in namings, marriages, and to supervise the circum¬
cision of both males and females. It is important to
know that only females can do circumcision on both sexes.
As elders, the older men from the kinship groups
serve as members of the chief council and cabinet. They
function mainly to advise and organize the community to
meet its needs and protect its interests. In the kinship
structure, the oldest person has the final say in every
matter. It is important to account for the phenomena of
the gerontocracy of Uneme as a factor responsible for high
solidarity, and homogeneity in the kinship systems, and
in this respect the society of Uneme is in accord with
a common style of African peoples.
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In Uneme, primogeniture is very important; the
eldest son inherits the power, authority, and highest
status in the family. The largest estate is for the
"kin-group. In this system, the family heads are equally
important as they in turn represent their houses in the
kinship meetings. It is in this council that information
and matters of the kinship are discussed.
Lineage Structure
The lineage is a group of people who can trace
their descent from a common ancestor. The people of
Uneme-Erhurun have both patrilineages and matrilineages
and believe strongly in double descent: "The rule of
descent that affiliates an individual more or less equally
with his mother's and father's relatives." (Ember and
Ember, 1977: 330) A Unemian proverb says; "Owah Mah
Kha Zuu Usomi o Mah Ki zeegbe." (One cannot have a
head without a body.) Thus, the matrilineal side is
represented as the left hand and the patrilieal as the
right hand. In the early socialization of the children,
they are taught that they belong to, and have membership in,
two lineages. It is through examination of these con-
sanguineal relationships that the kinship group traces
degrees of relationship when it is necessary to investigate
whom one can or cannot marry.
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In marriage the matrilineal group as well as the
patrilineal group has a right to its portion of their
grand-daughter's bride wealth. The Unemian pattern of
residence is patrilocal. This is the prevailing custom
of the Unemians, but they are not completely rigid about
this. Study shows there are instances of matrilocal,
avunculocal, and unilocal residence. The circumstances
that may precipitate deviance from the norms are mainly
accidental in nature. If there is a disaster, death, or any
catastrophic event in any of the couple's lineages, changes
of residence may occur. Although it reduces the man's honor,
there is no penalty for non-patrilocal residence.
The status of the lineage head is again based on his
age and residence. "The seniority principle is typically
symbolized as are other forms of inequality through a
distinct, adequate etiquette regulating formal interaction
between unequal ages. Among the Yorubas of Southern West
Nigeria, for example, who in common with many other African
peoples have an elaborate age difference etiquette, the
language prescribes two forms of address, one familiar,
one deferential, which is used non-reciprocally between
juniors and seniors, and even between siblings who are no
more than one year apart." (Van den Berghe. 1973: 80-1)
This aspect is true of Uneme-Erhurun's traditions.
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In most societies, even the relatively
undifferentiated ones in Africa, ties of
solidarity linh kin groups together into
larger political units. A common arrange¬
ment is one in which the lineage heads de¬
termine by seniority within the descent
group which collectively constitutes a
'council of elders.' This may take the
form of a decentralised village political
structure, in which the elders acting as
a body, exercise judicial, executive, and
legislative functions, or such a council
of elders may act as a representative body
of their respective kin groups to a centralis¬
ed authority. Often, the elders function as
a body of councillors to the King, repre¬
senting the mass of commoners. (Van den
Berghe. 1973: 80-1)
The Uneme-Erhurun lineages are basically organized in
a pattern of seniority to insure the harmony of the society
for the common good, in contrast to Van den Berghe, "that
since authority is mainly exercised by men, seniority is
generally more developed among the males. In many poly¬
gamous societies the principle of seniority among wives
of the same husband is resorted to in order to reduce
conflict among them." In Uneme the 'lyuu Uneme/' or mother,
holds a more powerful status than men. That seniority is
a role restricted solely to men is unfounded. The oldest
chief priestess of the ladies who help with the sacrificial
rituals to the goddess is much more powerful than many men.
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Social Structure and Values
Uneme-Erhurun social structure is based on family
stratified according to age. The social whole originates
from the family, the smallest social unit. This is the
central tendency of all the fabric of the society and
the world of Unemians. In the social structure, the family
is the political, economic, and educational base. It
also functions as the base for socialization and religion.
It is first and last. Once you are born into a family,
you cannot divorce yourself from it. An attempt to do
so will result in a powerful sanction and sanctions are
omens of doom. ^
The family is a powerful base. Nothing can be done
without the help from one's family. The oldest man and
woman play the multiple and most complex roles. To re¬
solve minor or serious matters relating to any female is
the duty of the oldest woman. Similarly, any matter re¬
lating to male is the duty of the oldest man. He will be
responsible for the solution, although the elders do meet
sometimes depending on the nature of the matter. The
social structure designed many years ago by Unemians is
stratified basically in terms of age, sex, wisdom the
knowledge of the community, and control high moral values.
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Marriage is the means of recruiting a new member
for the family. When one marries, the woman or wife
is still regarded as an outsider. This means many
family members feel her presence as a stranger. But
marriage is an enterprise that one individual cannot
undertake by himself or herself. Nor does any family
give their daughter to an individual, but rather to the
family as a whole. Hence, the woman also calls the
immediate brothers of the husband "husband." This is
in accord with the practice of the levirate by the
Unemians.
Uneme-Erhurun highly emphasizes moral values and the
core of the value system is focussed on children. "Omo
Neemi" means a child is above everything. A source of
pride and status of a Unemian is the people he or she
knows. The larger the population of your children in your
kinship group, the higher your social status, but not
exceeding the first family Uzanun. Marriage is highly
valued since it is the primary source of children. The
qualifications for marriage are: virginity, manners and
morals, intelligence, and industriousness. Another value
requires that all the initiation ceremonies must be properly
attended and participated in by every male and female.
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Significantly, the Unemians also value how one has lived and
how one dies. To die in public is the omen of a bad person,
but to die at home is an honorable thing for an Unemian.
The only aspect of dying in public which is acceptable is
death on the battle front.
In Unemians' view, the principle of communalism is
the key to every healthy. Gc:::sety. This is why the Unemians
pattern their political and economic institutions towards
egalitarianism. Since man is the center of civilization,
the happiness of one man affects the happiness of all. It
is sadness that brings sorrow to others, so the Uneme-
Erhurun's ideal world is a world without selfishness and
greediness. Proverbially, the Unemian says: "he who eats
along, fights alone, dies alone, buries himself or herself
alone." This philosophical statement serves as a reminder to
everyone to live and share in the spirit of peaceful co¬
existence .
Greedy persons have many bad connotations. The
constant blame placed upon these persons for the suffering
of mankind is thus justified. "Odogboli Olosi Osokurun
Seerin." (A greedy man drives the sky away from man.)
Wealth or materialism is not a thing to be too boastful
about because all the people are basically equal in every
aspect of life. The Unemian monetary exchange is whatever
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you can lay your hand upon as your own property. You
can use a coconut tree to pay a debt or anything. Since
there is no medium of exchange like currency with a
central mint, in traditional Unemian culture there is a
degree of egalitarianism. The study shows that in
traditional African societies, particularly the Unemian,
there are no elites of classes in terms of socio-economic
status. The Marxist student, therefore, neglects the
communistic characteristics of these societies and thinks
elites existed in traditonal society. It is probably due
to Marxists' lack of knowledge of ethno-science of the
African societies. From observations the researcher has
concluded that wealth is a controversial concept to define
because each environment defines wealth according to its
culture. Unemians believe that one does not bring wealth
from heaven, nor will one take wealth to heaven. It is
foolish for one to run after wealth.
As observed in the study, the people of Uneme-Erhurun
emphasize manners, morals, etiquette, and education. In
the home, intelligence and bravery are very essential values
to any Unemian. Manners do not die. Everything else will
die. Greetings, especially showing respect for elders, are
the keys to enhancing one's family image. Adultery and
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moral looseness is punishable by severe penalties and
sanctions and require repentance by sacrifice to the
gods. Another factor that may constitute grounds for
divorce in Uneme-Erhurun is morality? the features of
a child must bear the resemblance of the mother or father
or a member of the close kins. If not, the mother will
be questioned, and serious investigation will be carried
out. If she is found to have had any affairs with any




"Traditional" means those behavioral phenomena created
from a people's historical experiences and practices with¬
out outside direction or control by others as to when to
perform an act and what pattern it should take.
The foundation of the African
family is plural marriage, and contrary
to the general opinion, this marriage
rests upon the will of the woman, and
this will operate to protect from abus¬
ing the functional work of the sex, and
to provide that all women shall share
normally in this work with a view to
healthy posterity, and the unfailing supply
of the population. It is a less matter of
sentiment, feeling, or emotion, than of
duty or patriotism. Compulsory spinster-
hood is unknown in African cultures. This
is a creation of the west. (Blyden. 1908:
11)
This statement of fact is basically observed in the case of
Unemian tradition. In contrast to western customs, the
marriage pattern may begin with the birth of a child. For
example, in Unemian betrothal patterns, a pregnant woman
may joke with any man saying that when she givs birth to a
female, she will give her baby to him for a wife or vice
versa a husband. At birth, many will come to greet and
congratulate the family. Some may announce their intention
to betroth or marry their daughter or son, depending on its
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sex. Because of their youth a bethrothed couple may not
be able to speak to each other. But this informal kind
of proposal for marriage is a general practice in Uneme-
Erhurun. Such an act gives guidance toward educating
the children to get married in due time. In relation to
the belief in reincarnation previously discussed an
oracle is played on the seventh day for the child to
know that the ancestor that reincarnated him or her is
looking at the life-script of the child. This process
helps to indicate what is possible by divination betrothal.
As stated before, this does not necessarily mean the
betrothed couple are actually going to be married to each
other. In the Unemian explanations, the purpose is for
protection and security. The primary function is to save
the life of the concerned child, so that it is not taken
away by the wife or husband in the other world. As a
practice of the Unemians, from the day a child is born,
its marriage reigns in the minds of the family. They start
educating and watching out for a possible suitor. To them,
the suitor is not an individual, but a kin group or family,
who can take care of the child and keep the bonds of the two
kinship groups in a harmonious affinal relationship.
Traditionally, a marriage takes place three to four
years after completing the last "ifimi" — this means
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presentation of a cowry necklace with money given or
poured on the bride at the annual festival where all
young unmarried ladies are present. These young ladies
are decorated with the most beautiful beads/ ”Umee, and
Esuu" — this umee is a cow-wood powder and Esuu is ink
which is used in writing and drawing on the body of every
lady. Men are not allowed at this festival unless they
are going for "ifimi," i.e., the placing of a bead or
necklace on the neck of the engaged lady. This takes
place during the Ukpe festival, which permits only the
engaged men and the would-be-engaged men to participate
in "ifimi." Everyone going for "ifimi" is expected to
pay a tax at the point of entrance: those who are to be
engaged will send their best man or woman to the place.
A man carries the best man on his shoulders; the woman
carries in a bowl full of money, in the form of beads,
cowries, and coin money. This syiribolizes official recog¬
nition of the community of an engagement of a man and woman,
so that damages may be claimed subsequently in case of any
reasonable deviant behavior. It should be noted that
such arrangements have been made by the two kin groups
before that day. Furthermore, the council of the elders
knows prior to the day the number of people which will be
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present for such an act of "ifimi." In formal marriage
this "ifimi" process must be done three times before
the marriage is complete.
Arranging the Marriage
For African peoples, marriage is the
focus of existence. It is the point where
all members of a given community meet: the
departed, the living and those yet to be
born. All the dimensions of time meet here,
and the whole drama of history is repeated,
renewed, and revitalized. Marriage is a
drama in which everyone becomes an actor or
actress, and not just a spectator; there¬
fore, marriage is a duty, a requirement
from the corporate society, and a rhythm of
life in which everyone must participate.
Otherwise, he who does not participate in
it is a curse to the community, he is a
rebel and a law breaker, he is not only
abnormal, but 'under-human.' Failure to
get married under normal circumstances means
that the person concerned has rejected society
and society rejects him in turn. (Mbiti. 1970:
174)
This generalized fact applies to Uneme-Erhurun. The family is
the smallest unit in the social system which the society or
community recognizes as its foundation. Unemians strongly
believe the family is the "do all and be all." As stated
previously by Osei,
African civilization was all along stable
and indestructible precisely because it
made the family the foundation of the state
and subordinated everything else to it. The
individual was practically nothing; the family
almost was everything. The family rights
transcended all other rights (Osei. 1971: 11)
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In Uneme, no one person has a right to a wife, nor can one
individual be given a wife. As Unemians say: "the family
marries for a man and the man marries for the family."
Thus, the family is everything in the life of Unemians.
Marriage is the source of reproduction, protection, caring,
socializing, economic support, collective responsibility,
status placement, and enhancing the numerous initiations
and religious observances.
The arrangement of marriage is complex, and is structur¬
ed in a friendly manner. The first step is the selection
of the type of girl in whom one can recognize the character-
ristics and qualities that the man and his family likes. If
a man or woman recommended for marriage by one's family bears
the qualifications and characteristics which are acceptable,
then the marriage will be approved by the family. The
second step is to investigate her further through a go-
between or broker. This person preferably should have a
kinship relation with either the groom's or bride's family.
This person should be close enough to the girl to have de¬
veloped a strong friendship with her — close enough so that
she may discuss such matters with the girl. If the girl
is secretly approved after this investigation, the middle
man will present the findings to the groom's family. It
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should be remeitibered that during the process the feedback
from the girl and the middle woman or man are directed to
the family. If the girl agrees, her go-between will set
a secret date for her to meet the boy in her house. To
formally meet each other in this behind-the-scene manner
is almost always the pattern with which Unemian marriages
are approached. Alternatively, the go-between can always
arrange a meeting without first letting the girl know.
This is done if the middleman feels that the girl might be
too shy to talk. If the girl accepts the man's presence,
the matter will become official. It should be noted that
the whole discussion in the shuttle contact is reaching
the mother of the girl and she is aware of the whole process.
She allows her daughter to go out to keep the appointment
with the go-between. Though the father may not know this
initially, as soon as the girl accepts, the mother tells
the father. They then question the girl about the qualitios
v/hich made her accept the man. When she has convinced the
father, she prepares for an interview with the mother.
The families of both parents, the mother's kinship
group and the father's kinship group, comprised mostly of
the oldest males and females in each agnate, will synthesize
all the information about genealogical chronology of the
family's history. If any closeness or blood relationship
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is traceable, the marriage could be disapproved on this
account, or if there is any genetic disease peculiar to
the family, it could also cause the marriage to be dis-
qiiaalified. This aspect of the kinship investigation is
to take place with the bride's matrilineal and patrilineal
lineages. When these people have come to the conclusion
that there is no reason why the marriage cannot take
place, the bride's family is approached. To attain this,
the groom's family will send a message to the bride's
family that they are coming for some important matter.
This procedure requires the groom's family to send a
delegate of their kinship group, and the bride may invite a
few of her kinship group. Thus, the bride will ask for a
time to enable them to contact her kinship group. Then,
a date will be given for another meeting.
When the family meets, it is the oldest man or woman
who is highly respected in the family, and he or she opens
the discussion by talking in blowing generalities. After
this, he or she will introduce the specific purpose of
their mission. It may also be done by introducing the
philosophy of life and marriage. In Uneme tradition, the
girl and the boy are not present at this time, although
it is noted that they are both aware of their marriage
conference meeting.
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On the set date, when they meet and the girl's family
agrees to give their daughter, they will thank the groom's
family and go home. The groom's family will officially
present the son to the girl's family through a middle
woman and later offer presents: money, cowries, and ugba,
a knife, and a specific amount for the family. The whole
process is called "ruughasioo'.' — i.e., the marriage has re¬
ceived the blessings of the couple's parents.
In a betrothal case, a present will be given to her
family upon the family's agreement to hold the girl. This
means the girl is not so grown. To hold the girl, the
rites of betrothal are not as elaborate as discussed in
the previous paragraph. This is because of the uncertainty
of death or illness. Monetary gifts, yams, and technical
assistance are rendered to the girl's family. This be¬
trothal for girls between eight and twelve years of age
is similar to the betrothal of girls above fifteen, except
that there is no contact and/or investigation. Since the
whole family is aware of the husband-to-be, the advantage
is that it saves time.
Upon approval, both families have the official presenta¬
tion of the boy to the inlaws house. This is the beginning
of the process called "ubuee." There are nightly visits
with some groups of the husband's distant relations or
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friends and the girl invites some of the girls of her
kin-group to the gatherings. In the sitting room at the
front of the house, the parents either rest or do other
things and they may at intervals pass by to draw attention
to their presence.
The visit is arranged first one week, two weeks, three
weeks, a month, two months, and even three months. In
case of a person who is not living in the city, the family
can arrange for some of the brothers to carry out such
visits when the time comes. They are bashful and seldom talk
to each other, except through a go-between. The visit
lasts for three or four hours. The younger sisters or
brothers of the girl attend to the visitors for light enter¬
tainment. They sit opposite each other. That is the woman
sits on one side and the men sit on the other side. It
may be up to six months before the bride and groom can
talk to each other directly. If they do, it is in joking
fashion, and not anything deep. Upon the departure of the
would-be-husband, he gives the younger boys and girls
of the girl something as a present.
When this process is completed, the man intends to
marry the woman within a year, A small delegation will
meet with the middle-man to ask when the girl can be sent
to her husband. Until the time is agreed upon, there is
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nothing the "wife-taker" can do. If they accept a date
for the marriage within twelve months, the groom will go
home, and send the go-between to ask the family when they
can permit her to go shopping in the market with the
groom's sister or a relations. In some cases, the shopping
may be done without the bride's knowledge. For example,
the shopping is added as a part of the betrothal material.
This procedure calls for the buying of clothes, spoons,
earrings, necklaces, shoes, beads, plates, pats, powder,
mirrors, umbrellas, threads, and azeleto "comb." This
is because of color and sizes preferences of the bride.
The items purchased have been prescribed by the societal
values system in accord with culture and traditions. In
some cases, the girl may ask a sister or a friend to
accompany her.
When all this is done and the whole bride-wealth is
paid, the first twenty five Naira and kobo is for the girl
opening her mouth to say "yes, I will marry him," called
in Uneme "lyanraunu." Note that the father will ask what
her lineage will accept too, though it is negotiable.
The brother and sister will ask for their own share too.
Of course, all the items making for expense in the marriage
is recorded by both the families. In case of divorce it
will be refunded. Bear in mind, however, that some
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families do not record these things. When this happens,
they must pay what the groom tells them to.
Upon successful completion of all the procedures re¬
quired of the family of the bride, a small delegation will
be sent to the bride's kinship group or parents to permit
the groom's kinsmen to take their daughter for a wife. In
some cases, the final completion and last present of the
bride-wealth signals the taking of the girl. The bride's
family is notified of any uncompleted rituals or sacri¬
fices to ancestors for a happy marriage. And also for
something important as the girl's circumcision. This has
to be done in accordance with the proper four R's: Rules
of marriage. Role of marriage. Responsibility of marriage,
and the Respect of marriage. A date will be set for the
taking of the girl.
On the very day the girl will be taken, the parents
will be informed and the girl may be sent on an errand. On
her way, she is taken to the husband's house. There may be
a struggle. She will try to escape because she is too shy.
She may shout and cry for the family's help. On arrival at
the husband's house a gun may be fired, or a sound that
symbolizes merriment may be raised by the mother-in-law
of the groom. This is symbolic of a process that most
books in anthropology classify as marriage by capture.
(Ember and Ember. 1973: 45). They will quickly start
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decorating the bride. On the very day the wife is to be
taken, a separate room will have been prepared for the
new wife. It is in this place the wife will dress and
stay for seven days, welcoming friends, kin persons,
in-laws, brothers, sisters, and all other well wishers.
At this juncture, her best friend, who should be a
relative or may be the sister of the husband or a wife
of a brother, is there constantly to help with her needs.
It is called by some people "the fatting house," but not
so in the case of the Unemians. The girl may not eat
at her groom's house until the seventh day after the cere¬
mony. She returns to her parents for breakfast, lunch, and
supper. She notifies her in-laws that she is going to her
parents with the sisters or a childhood friend accompanying
her. She does not chew in the presence of the husband
or the husband's family until after the ceremony.
It is of great importance to note that she does
nothing for seven days, but is introduced to the agnates
of the husband and members of her kinship group who may
come to greet her and advise her to keep up the good name
of her family. On the seventh day, her age group, at least
seven in number, will come very early in the morning to fetch
water for all the members of the husband's family and relatives,
mainly the oldest people. Some of the water will be kept to
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be used in the cooking for her ceremony. The groom's
family will have to cook a variety of food. Some of the
girls who helped to fetch the water are also invited to
assist her in moving property given to her to start life
in the new place. This property is her portion of her
family's assets. The fetching of water and moving of
property to her new home will be finished before midday.
The cooking for the ceremony has started early in the
morning, and by late afternoon the party begins. This is
the ceremony Unemians call "Fineekoliso." It is an honor
for a well behaved and respectful couple to receive a
reward in kind from well-wishers. The age set and grade
will be present at the ceremony. Another aspect of this
ceremony for the bride is its symbolism as a farewell to
spinsterhood, and also to the age groups.
The melodramatic event is when the woman and the man
are taken to the special room with food and water. The food
is "Emaah." After the couples are taken inside the room
by both the best man and lady, the food is presented to them.
They then exchange a lump of "Emaah." After this, the best
man and lady and the well wishers will shout, "Efineekoliso"
or "Orema siorin unun." The girl may not eat the lump of
"Emaah," but it is all right so long as it rubs her mouth.
They come out dancing, and one or two persons take account
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of the gifts for the couple. All people are allowed to
express the reason they deem the gift is necessary for
the groom or bride. After the ceremony, the marriage is
official and legally bonded by the kin-group and the
community as a whole. Although one expects the ceremony
to settle every doubt and to crown the marriage, the
parents of the bride also expects news of virginity from
the groom in the form of presents. Virginity is proven
by the spreading of a white cloth to be stained with blood.
In some cases, gifts may include some money, yams, and a
pot of oil and wine. These materials will be sent to the
parents and there is another feast in their house which
calls for expenses. If the girl is a virgin, there is much
honor with the presentation of marriage materials. If she is
not, all the gifts will be halfed. To demonstrate the in¬
completeness, the girl is called to her parents' home by
all the close members of kin-groups, she will be advised
to stand firm on her feet, not to expect any protection
from the family on this account of breaking her nobility.
After the ceremony and the verification of virginity,
the last part constitutes orientation. This consists of
first introductions to all members of the groom's kin group,
the territories, the boundaries of kinship lands, and other
property they may own. But she may not be told all. Basically,
what she is to know is determined by the groom's family.
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The next and final event in the sequence is the
"Akho Isemi." This is the custom officially sanctioning
the marriage. This '^Akho Isemi" is the making of a mark
on the canine teeth, and the upper incisor of both couples
will be marked also. When this is done, a warm yam is
placed on the mouth to heal whatever pain there may be.
All the parties are advised that the teeth are to be used
to communicate useful and honest words towards their
happiness. An attempt to plot evil will cause trouble
for the parties; that in turn will affect the health of
their offspring. It may cause them to lose their children
if it involves a serious plot.
The customary, traditional marriage has been discussed
above. There are also about seven alternative types of
marriages. They are (1) Betrothal, (2) Ikeperami, (3) Onon-
ooisomi-elopist, (4) Okposode, (5) the chief's second wife,
(6) a daughter given to an heroic man, and (7) a woman to
woman marriage.
Betrothal. — The first alternative consists in
betrothal at ages 16-18. There is, otherwise, not much
difference in procedure but since it involves persons of
younger ages, it will require that more gifts be given to
the family over a longer period of time. The whole sequence
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or pattern applies, but the times of meetings of the family
for investigation and acceptance are shorter.
Ikeperami. — The second alternative type re¬
fers to the levirate and is called "Ikeperami." The pro¬
cess is a traditional way of Unemians. Uchendu has
written:
Widow inheritance is therefore a recog¬
nized and still prevalent institution.
In this case, a half siblingship is
created for the children of the widow.
Those children born 'in the face of their
father' inherit his property, whereas
those born after the inheritance get
their name and status from their mother's
second husband. All these children still
share the mother's hut. (Uchendu. 1965: 50)
This aspect of marriage does not add any social status
to the woman as such, but is a family responsibility in
which she plays her role. The sororate was not observed
in this study, and as one informant has stated, it is
practically unheard of. Although other older people reported
it rarely happened; because of early betrothal only
levirate occurs. Nor does the custom tolerate incest.
It may be that when a woman's sister died she was
already in a betrothal status, since the laws of seniority
in marriage apply to both male and female, the elder child
marries before the junior child. But an exception may
occur when there is performance of sacrifices and a statement
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coming from the senior brother or sister that she or he
permits the junior to marry first.
Ononoyisomi. — The elopement or "Ononoyisomi"
is a process where man and woman agree secretly on marriage
terms to run away. Thus, no bride wealth is paid. This
couple lacks the social prestige conferred by marriage
status in Uneme. It is a marriage that is not complete and
does not parmit harmony between the in-laws. Although this
is not very common, if the man is working in an urban city,
the possibility for it to happen exists. On the appeal from
the chief, the two kin-groups may later come to terms on how
to pay the bride wealth. If not, the woman can be taken
away after the first child is born in order to require the
groom's kinsmen pay all the bride wealth.
Okposode. — Okposode means marriage with a woman
outside the community or v^ose culture and language are
different from that of the Unemians. Examples are women
from Ishian, Ibo, Hausa, Yoruba, and other ethnic groups.
The child of such a marriage called "Omode" holds a high
social status in the family. This is because he is not
required to discharge matrilineal obligations and that is
because the mother's family is not represented within the
community.
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The Second Wife of a Chief. — Marriage to a
second wife follows the same pattern and procedure as with
the first wife. The difference is that the first wife will
act as the go-between. Another difference is that the
"Akhoisem," a process of marking the incisor of the couple
applies to the woman alone as the second wife. The King's
incisor has already been marked at the time of his first
marriage. Otherwise, the same ritual and procedure is
carried out. The mark is a symbol that they are a married
couple. Similarly in the case of the woman who is marrying
a second husband.
A third difference is that there will be a shorter time
period to carry out the whole process. The chief's wives
do not go out. None have much free time for themselves
because of their roles and responsibilities as queens.
The Daughter Given to a Man for Heroic Deeds. — This
marriage follows the same general pattern and the process is
completed by the family of the bride. But, it does again
save time and resources from the groom's family. Though he
pays, it is much less. Yet, when the whole process is complete,
the bride's parents will pay from their pocket on behalf of
the groom. The reason is to honor the man's heroic deeds and
to express a sense of appreciation for such achievement. It
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is believed he is responsible and can take care of a woman,
and that the woman can help him to contribute more to the
well being of the community.
Woman-to-Woman Marriage. — This type of marriage
tends to be unique because it involves a woman paying bride
wealth on a girl as wife. While in the case of Okposode the
man pays the bride wealth on a girl as wife. Also, it helps
to increase the population of the group. The difference
is that the girl will be very young and living with
the woman, husband. At some point they will marry her to
one of the brothers or a son whom she likes. The man may be
gradually presented to the new girl.
The complex marriage patterns of Uneme-Erhurun are not
to be considered as absolutely rigid. There are additions
and modifications as the specific situation arises. The
differences are very small and do not alter the uniformity
and consistency of their marriage customs. In the case of
Uneme-Erhurun's traditional marriage, a divorced woman's new
husband must pay the bride wealth in full to the kin group
of her first husband. If a divorced man marries a divorced
woman, it is vice-versa. The most important difference is
that no ceremonial capture applies to cases of Akposode and
elopement.
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Omode; A child of a woman married from outside
one's community. "I do not mean here to imply that groups
which exchange women always live in perfect amity. The
opposite was usually true. Many tribes have a proverb along
the lines of 'we marry our enemies or those we fight.'
Often the brides are taken from their people by a ceremonial
capture, which has uncomfortably real overtones and some¬
times ends in actually fighting or at least, a skirmish." (Fox,
1967; 178) I strongly disagree with this statement because
of the way he states it. It does not mean a war in actuality,
but amity is implied in the clause 'we marry our enemy.'
The proverbial saying exists that "A known devil is better
than an unknown devil." It means that there is something
you or a devil know, and you can always do something to
avert offending it. If it is an in-law and a wife-giver, they
are always right. Thus, Robin Fox believes one's group can go
to the enemy's territory and take a woman. This is a very
uncultural and unanthropological explanation. In the case
of Uneme-Erhurun, as stated, the mock battle is prearranged
with the kinship group of the bride. They never go to war
for the capture of their daughter.
It should be noted that in a woman-to-woman marriage a
woman can validate status in the society. This is true of
marriage in which women marry in their own right by paying the
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bride wealth. They become female husbands and may dispose
of their rights in the bride wealth. Uchendu says.
In women-to-women marriage women can validate
status in the society Under this sytem women
marry in their own ri^ht by paying the bride
wealth and have the right to dispose of their
rights to their brides. Some women allow their
husbands to exercise their rights and they
accept their bride as a co-wife. If such female
husbands have no children, they share the same
home with her and the children and are cared
for by the husband. Generally, female husbands
found independent compounds and then let their
brides choose'iko-lovers' who are acceptable
to them to beget children by their wives.
(Uchendu, 1965:50)
I have a strong disagreement with this description for the
following reasons:
(a) The female husband who has no children shares
the same home as her wife. This is an essential social
value in African's culture and is not a matter of a social
status;
(b) The female husband founds independent compounds
and then lets their brides choose an Iko-lover. Does the
female husband divorce her own husband?
(c) The wife choses lovers from where? Her kinship,
the closest family, or the community as a whole?
(d) There is no adoption, according to the analysis he
gave, neither does he define the word nor make it specific.
I must ask what Uchendu means by adoption?
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(e) It is not known to outsiders, for it is not
well explained to the outside world. It is sufficient
to disagree for these reasons.
Bride wealth is a consideration paid either by a woman
or by the two families. Although it is a vital element in
marriage of Uneme-Erhurun, simply having the bride wealth
does not necessarily mean that one can get a bride. Other
factors are part of the whole marriage system; manner?, morals,
wisdom, and family. These reasons are rationally explained
by Uneme-Erhurun as a process to ascertain compatibility in
marriage between the groom and the bride's family.
The first function of bride-wealth is to
preserve the marriage. As the Yoruba them¬
selves say, it is given to keep the wife in
her husband's house; otherwise, she would
have affairs with other men and the marriage
would not last. They add that it also serves
as a bond to insure that the husband will
not mistreat his wife, because if this can
be proved in court, he cannot collect as much
at the time of divorce (Basccm, I960; 60)
Bascom's study is sound except for a few misinterpretations.
The woman may be mistreated to a certain degree permitted by
society. Fornication or adultery, for example, will precipi¬
tate much mistreatment. The analysis of Bascom is basically
Eurocentric in view. He did not specify why they will go to
court and what pattern of marriage he was discussing. Bascom
may not understand that some people give their daughter away
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without any bride wealth. The bride's parents will pay
for their groom's obligations or the bride's parents may
ask the groom to see other kin members to give them what
they want. The reason or reasons given by Bascom in his
study are not sufficient. There is more than this reasoning.
Marriage in Africa is too complex for outsiders with language
problems to do an authentic study. Some people may also
give their daughter to a man for his heroic deeds or hard
work. It seems then that there is no good reason to state
the function as one of preservation only.
The expectation of the lineage is fundamental to the
success of the marriage. Because it is from happiness good
things come. The UnemianS especially believe strongly that
for a child to come between a man and woman, there must be
a peaceful relationship. The first and foremost are children.
They expect their children to be able to reproduce to continue
the lineage. In the marriage process, every family expects
to receive his or her share of bride wealth. Almost all of
the lineage researchers in Uneme-Erhurun agree that they
expect to have happy marriages and respctful inlaws. The
expectation of the inlaws is that the man will always allow
the bride to see to the parents' welfare when circumstances
dictate such action. For example, that a woman may tell
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her hsuband that she is going to help her sick parents for
a month or three months and still the marriage is not
dissolved.
Another aspect of the expectations of the lineage is
that the girl has been well educated and taught the four R's
of marriage; the rules of marriage, the role of marriage, the
responsibilities of marriage, and the respect for marriage.
The final attainment of this principle comes from the marriage
orientation show in diagram in Table . The directors of
this orientation are the mother, father, brother, and sister-
in-laws. The roles of orientation are of great significance
in that one's kinship group explains one social status and
behavioral pattern to an outsider. There are differences
from kinship to kinship, which by mere interacting with
any member of another kinship group in the street or community or
assigned work, does not reveal enough. Uneme-Erhurun structures
the kinship grouping in the seven units;
The actual practice in the relationship
terms serve to define the rights, duties,
the privileges and responsibility which
persons in various categories be towards
one another. The use of relationship terms
in reference and in address serves further
to express and thus affirm and strengthen
existing bonds as the society defined
them. (Brown. 1965; 46)
This statement applies to the case of Uneme-Erhurun. In
marriage it shows a sense of belonging and closeness. A
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kingroup member can go to the groom's house to demand the
bride should come home with him or her because they were
denied the bride wealth. The groom will have to give them
some money; it not, the bride will be taken away. Note that
she must tell other kinspersons of the gift. This aspect
of kinship function is what Uchendu negated when he assumed
that women marriage is a recognized Igbo institution by
which wcMnen can validate status in the society. (Uchendu.
19; 50-1) It is solely the kin-groups roles and responsi¬
bilities to offer such duties. I strongly agree with Ina C.
Brown's statement rather than Uchendu's status validation.
What status is given to such women he did not explain.
Non-Involvement of Religion
In Uneme, it is assumed by the members of the Community
that everybody is religious. To what extent they are religious,
or how safe it is for them, is not a community concern or a
measurement of the homogamy of marriage. Community worship
is for Eberumeshash Igbode and Irimi, Any kin has the right
to choose which of these gods they will symbolize in their
worship for making sacrifices or offerings. During the
festival of offers for the god of Uneme-Erhurun, the gods
will respond although kins may not go to the offerings.
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These gods and religious beliefs are not inimical to
any marriage or do not play a role in marriage practice.
The circumcision of male and female is a community function
rather than a religious one. The consultation of the oracle
also ritual, and sacrifice by females or males before marriage
is the function of the community rather than being a religious-
related activity. Many people whom I interviewed and ques¬
tioned could not tell me much about the origins. Some re¬
sponded that they do that to appease our ancestors. Others
simply told me that as a child it is not important to know
the origin, but one has to obey the customs and traditions.
"It is secret and forbidden to ask every detail of things
as a small child." The oldest woman told me; "Son, the
reason is far too big for your age. Son, after god, the
peoples' custom or culture is supreme. So, always follow
in detail what the society teaches, rather than the origins.
With time you will know."
In traditional marriage all the actors and actresses
are members of kin-groups and the people involved in arrang¬
ing the marriage must be married couples, whose experiences
are useful for the young couple seeking marriage. Although
outsiders are aware of all the processes and procedures of
marriages, they have no role to play in the ceremony. The
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kin-group and its well wishers are told by family members
which of their roles will be played on the day of the
ceremony. The outsiders, meaning non-kinship members
attending the occasion, present gifts and praiseful
speeches on behalf of the groom's family or bride's family,
depending on which kin-group member they accompanied to
the ceremony.
In all the information relating to outsider partici¬
pation, it is confirmed that every woman is in the market
awaiting a possible bidder. Thus, calling on outsiders may
draw their attention to the bride or groom, or warn any
with the result that they may be negative toward marrying
the proposed person. Later, it may be the person who investi¬
gates a family member to step into the marriage.
In Uneme-Erhurun nearly ninety percent of the married
population is Polygamous. The remaining ten percent are
young people, including some western-educated people who
live outside Nigeria or outside the state. Even the
educated ones usually marry more than one wife. Only two
percent of the women are single. These are mainly school
girls or divorcees. The divorcee may have been divorced
because of biological reasons. A sterile woman who has
been married for seven years may leave or remain with her
husband or go to her parents for help in treatment of her
problems.
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The Uneme-Erhurun are a very conservative group of
people with highly ethnocentric culture.
Adaptation to the new home is vital. The immediate
family takes the bride around the kin-group. This is
called marriage orientation in the model. She is taught
the place and position of things within the house and the
territorial boundaries of the farm. A portion of farm
land will be given to her. She is taught every rule of the
kin-group and told to ask necessary questions. But she is
not supposed to argue with her mother-in-law. If she has
any problems, she can go to the middle woman for clarification
of the misunderstanding.
Another important marriage orientation which is carried
out during the honeymoon is the implementation of the funda¬
mental marriage key, which she was taught in the study of
the four R's. (R^): the rules of marriage, the role of
marriage, the respect, and the responsibility of marriage.
During this process of orientation, she is constantly allowed
to visit her mother. In some cases, her younger sister is
allowed to visit her, or a person with whom she is very
close to help her to feel comfortable, she is still almost
a stranger in a strange family.
Divorce in traditional marriage is not common, but
it does exist. There are three conditions which precipitate
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divorce in the traditional marriage. They are: biological
reasons(such as the sterility of either the man or the woman).
This is important in that there is no solution to this pro¬
blem. In the case of a sterile man, the wife will divorce
him if it was not known prior to the marriage. If this
were known, the woman may be secretly briefed, and may then
agree to have affairs with the husband's brother in order
to have children.
In the case of the women, they will not know until
after the marriage. If the case is knov;n to be female
sterility the family allows the man to remarry immediately,
and the family will quickly send one of the small children
to stay with her. In both cases, the child is not adopted,
but sent as a kin-group responsibility. Alternatively,
the woman can finance the bride wealth for a brother to be allow¬
ed to stay with her. A woman who, when she produces a child,
will have that child to stay with her or call her grandmother.
According to all information, then she must marry someone
from outside the community. This means that in women to
women marriages the female wife is always and must be outside
the woman husband's community
Another possible reason for divorce will result from
adultery by the woman. This can lead to divorce. In some
cases the woman can apologize by buying a goat and cooking
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it for sacrifice and being taken to a place where the
elders (females) will shave her hair on the private parts,
both armpits, and eyelids. This is called "Ikuumi." During
this process she must confess the act before it is done com¬
pletely, or her children may die. The source of knowing of
any extramarital affair is the resemblance of the baby to
anyone in the family.
Albino children are abhorred by the Unemians and if
they do not resemble the parents closely, this can be a
cause for divorce. An albino, to Unemians, is an omen of
genetic disease„
CHAPTER IV
THE COMING OF THE EUROPEAN
In studying Benin, we must presume that we are
studying the African pure and simple; so-called, by
Europeans, "the pagan Africa." Geographically speaking,
Benin enjoyed centuries of prosperity and absolute
tranquility before European invasions. This is because
Benin is bounded in the south by the Atlantic Ocean,
and in the west by the Rivers Niger and Benue. Its
people proudly point to these natural fortifications
which gave Benin a longevity of tradition and honor and
made her a powerful military organization, and gave her
glory as one of the oldest empires in Nigeria.
Uniquely enough, the Benin Kingdom under ogiso, the
line of Kings who abhorred whites, ordered the first whites
to be executed to appease the gods; for strange people are
believed to produce war, anarchy, diseases, and destruction
of our societies. It was in 1469 that "Alfonso of Portugal
contracted with Fernao Gomez to discover one hundred leagues
of coast every year for five years starting trom Sierra
Leone. In January 1471, some of the men employed by Gomez
had reached San Jorge de Mina and in the fifth year of the
contract in 1474, Kuyde Sequeira arrived at Cape San Catherine,
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2°30' latitude south. The coast of Benin had, therefore,
already been examined. According to Antonio Galvao (2nd
edition, pp. 25-6) Sequeira sighted or visited Benin about
1472. Aveiro discovered (in the sense of making better
kno'vn) the city of Benin in 1486 or perhaps 1482." (Roth
H. Ling. 1968:4)
Benin is a nation that exchanged emissaries with
Portugal as far back as the fifteenth century. There was
a mutual political pact between Portugal and Benin as
countries as far back as 1472. "In the year 1486, the
King of Benin sent to the King of Portugal for an ambassador
and priests who could teach him the faith." There seems
to have been a balanced relationship on equal terms. "This
ambassador to the King of Benin was brought over by Joao
Alfonso d*Aveiro, who had been sent by the King of Portugal."
(Ling. 1968: 4) If, according to observers, the relationship
Ojf Benin and Portugal had continued the initial pattern of
equality, history would have taken a different course from
what it is today. As history will have it, the reverse is
the case.
The last visitor who recorded his visit
before the massacre is Captain Gallawey.
In 1893, Captain Gallaway made a treaty
with the King of Benin which was not ad¬
hered to, but he also continued his custo¬
mary massacres of slaves. (Ling. 1968: 3)
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Several British officers made attempts
at various times to get into Benin
territory, but they were invariably met
by armed forces, and as they were under
strict instructions not to come to blows,
they had in every case to retire.
(Ling. 1968: 3)
This event categorically points to the contradictions
of the many accounts of the King's role in slavery. The
King set obstacles but did not make a treaty to trade in
hiaman beings. British attempts met a most powerful arms
resistance, and so were forced to retire.
Messengers were sent to the King of
Benin advising him of the coming of
the white man. The answer received
was not favorable, and local chiefs,
Dore and Dudu, begged Philips not to
proceed. However, on the second of
January 1897, the mission completely
unarmed so as not to arouse any fears
or suspicion in the mind of the natives
or King, left Sapele, and on the fourth
of January it started from Gwato. A
few hours afterwards, with the exception
of Mr. Lock and Capt. Boisargon, all
the white men, seven in number, were
massacred together with a very large
proportion of their jekri and Kruboy
carriers. The 'Benin Massacre.' After
this, the British government was of
course obliged to interfere, and under
the command of Admiral Sir Harry Lawson,
the punitive expedition was sent out.
By the 17th of February, the city of
Benin was captured, and it was after¬
wards, unfortunately, destroyed by a
conflagration which the soldiery was
unable to stem. This expedition has
been described by commander R. H. Bacon.
(The City of Blood, London. 1897).
(Ling. 1968: 4)
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The historical events as narrated here are one sided
and Eurocentric. At the time that so-called expedition
approached Benin^ the King, Overami Nabeshi, told the
British that he was engaged in the Festival "Igwe" and
could not welcome any visitors; they should wait until its
conclusion, according to the oral tradition of the elders.
Had the Europeans respected his statement to wait for the
festival to be over, history would have taken a different
course. But, who was the King to tell the British to wait
because he is busy? They must enter by force. This was
the beginning of the anarchy and disorder of Benin., By 1897,
the King of Benin was dethroned, captured, and exiled to
Calabar where he died.
The exile of King Overami Nabeshi in 1897 was a blow
to Benin and Africa in general. The Benin Empire was overrun
for the first time in hundreds of years. The Benin Empire
was politically dead. The chief and elders, the enogies, Osaige,
the Obasaki, and Asoro, were deposed and replaced by "the
British."
This action was the order of the day throughout the
history of Nigeria and Africa. The numerous missionaries,
learned travellers, anthropologists, and historians who
accompanied the Europeans in their economic penetration
of the world and assumed the task of studying the societies
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imposed their ways of thought and representation in accord
with their value orientations. If not more so than
Christianity, cultures developed in historic empires
such as ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, China, Byzantium, the
Ottoman empire, or the Aztec were ignored by European
thought.
As a result of an unhistorical and
extremely superficial reading which was
supposed to be scientific, the non-European
world was classified under the heading 'non-
civilized.' Abdullah Laroni writes that
Morocco was considered by diplomats to be
a country with strange barbarous customs,
which had to be opened up to European
activities by ensuring liberty or trade,
equality of opportunity, and security of
goods, and persons under an honest and
just government. So long as these con¬
ditions were not fulfilled, Morocco could
not claim to be treated as a civilized country.
(Mappa. 1982; 42-5)
This quotation is representative of the underlying principle
behind the destruction of the Benin Empire and other empires
by the Europeans who wanted raw materials to advance their
economic activities.
The discomfort and humiliation of defeat caused the
people of Benin to remain sad and return to their lands rather
than accept the political reality they were exposed to. This
political defeat sounded a hell of suffering to the Bini
whose King was no more, whose councils of States and Elders
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were now disbanded. But those who were conditioned to be
loyal to the King of England were given sinecures.
Imposition of Taxes and Different Bureaucratic
Functions
The imposition of taxes by the British conquerors
denied the people of the Benin Empire all their freedom.
The taxes were not used for the construction of their cities.
The taxes had to be paid in British money which was very hard
to get. Thus, for many to pay taxes, they had to do non-
traditional work to get the cash which was acceptable as a
legal tender. It was an unpardonable crime to refuse to
pay taxes, punishable by a prison term in addition to the
payment of the past due taxes. The bureaucratic system the
Unemians were used to was replaced by another system based
on the formation of districts with District Officers. The
District Officers did not speak the language and could not
relate to the people. The paperwork and new kinds of
communication created serious conflict. Since the interpreter
did not understand the language well, misinterpretations
were quite common to the people. The Europeans also were
misinformed.
An old man who was a member of the Council said, "there
was a case in Ishan where a priest was preaching to the
community and used a word like 'don't be selfish.' The
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interpreter told the people they should not sell fish.
The people whose profession was mainly fishing were annoyed
and started leaving to prepare for a fight. The man was
quickly taken away. He reported to the District Officer
who investigated. The people told them that no one can
come and tell them not to sell fish. It was their occupa¬
tion handed to them by their forefathers. Afterwards,
understanding was obtained through the District Officer,
The Political Weakness of the Chiefs and Elders
It was common in Africa for all chiefs and elders to be
politically powerless after the coming of the European powers.
The colonial agent who often served
alone and by his wits, among a sparsely
populated people residing in a large
territory, was generally trained as a
military man, and unschooled in African
matters, he entered an unfamiliar world.
The success of his effort depended on his
personality, and on the skills of his
interpreter. For the African interpreter,
a newly created functionary was an im¬
portant element if the early colonial
system was to work. The interpreter
could then be seen as one of the first
of a new African elite, exercising
prowess, but through verbal skill.
(Mojek Wu Uchendu 1977: 130)
Perhaps this statement could be generalized for Benin and
Africa as a whole.
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The Introduction of the British Legal System
The history of Africa has always been misinterpreted
in many degrading ways. It is also true that many of its
existing institutions were almost ignored or termed
"primitive" because they are not European in nature. In
all the literature Mojekwu reviewed, "The western scholars
thought and wrote that primitive and tribal societies in
Africa had no laws." (Mojekwu. 1978: 82) "In the absence
of force, coercion, the courts and officials like judges,
lawyers, and policemen, the visitors to Africa assumed that
the Africians do not maintain law and order. European
visitors to Africa did not observe such coercion, force,
or officials in black robes, they concluded that Africa
had no 'laws.' For them, what law they observed in Africa
was European in nature. That which had been introduced as
part of the white man's colonizing and civilizing influence."
(Mojekwu. 1978: 91)
The quotation above is no longer correct; now anthro¬
pologists find that the most interesting and complex legal
systems exist in Africa. There is now extensive literature.
Many essays and books have been written on non-western
legal systems. However, it is correct to report that, until
very recently, it was the notion that non-western peoples
lacked law. But it is this notion that precipitated the
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imposition of the British legal system on the people of
Benin and Uneme-Erhurun. The law of Uneme-Erhurun and
other African societies is interwoven in the culture of
the people. This law is a part of their historical ex¬
perience. Adherence to law has always been a part of the
heritage of Uneme-Erhurun. It is a tool that functions as
a regulatory mechanism and defines the penalty for any
socially abnormal interraction which may be deviant behavior.
In Eneme-Erhurun, there is no specific traditional law
that disallows the practice of polygamy.
Indeed, many African societies had laws
stipulating that payment of bridewealth
was an essential condition for valid
marriage. There are laws in almost all
parts of Africa which define the rules
of succession and inheritance through
the male line. (Uchendu. 1978: 92)
The concept of Anglo-Saxon common law and its philosophy
of what is and should be is simply in conflict with the values
and philosophy of Uneme-Erhurun and in general of African
peoples. The eminent English jurist Mr. Blackstone, defines
law generally as
...that rule of action which is prescribed
by the superior and which the inferior is
bound to obey. Civil law is a rule of civil
conduct prescribed by the supreme power in
the state; commanding what is right and
prohibiting what is wrong. (Mojekwu. 1978; 93)
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The Uneme-Erhurun legal system dispenses justice
swiftly and has no appeal system that requires long periods
of years to complete. The Uneme-Erhurun have no written
documents or suits. The appeal of cases utilizes the oral
tradition. Many facts will he missing or cannot he re¬
membered by the parties concerned.
The conflict with the British legal system is the
complexity for the Unemians who do not know about the pro¬
cesses, procedures and requirements in the legal systemo A
requirement that the point or points at issue must be re¬
ported to a third party (police or lawyer) prior to giving
evidence or a statement in court to a jury or to the judge.
Everybody has been educated in the law of the land and can
voice and address the council of elders without any aid of
a lawyer or the presence of a policeman. The society of
Uneme-Erhurun is not structured to make adversaries of the
inferior and superior. The four major characteristics of law
are: (1) it is a system for social control; (2) it is for
the protection of social interests; (3) it accomplishes its
purpose by the recognition of a capacity in persons to in¬
fluence the conduct of others; and, (4) it affords or
establishes the machinery of the courts and legal procedure
to help the person with this capacity. (Mojekwu. 1978: 92-9)
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The definitions and concepts above identify four
characteristics of law in the Anglo-American society, but
do not account for the legal systems of societies in Africa
or other continents which are non-white. It was once considered
that such nations were primitive and they do not have any
legal institutions.
Anthropologists have studied nature of law in
non-western societies with varying degrees
of success. A break through came in 1941,
when Karl Llewellyn and E. Adamson Hoebel
published their famous book. The Cheyenne
Way. Scholars argue that it is essential
for the understanding of the nature of law
in any society to see it in the full context
of its underlying culture. Understanding
the culture of society will include its
language, its history, and indeed, its
total environment. What law is and what
it does in any society can only be seen,
defined, and understood in its specific
cultural context and not outside of it.
(Uchendu. 1978; 94)
Other anthropologists have contributed to the major
understanding of legal systems. They confirm the idea that
law existed in every society which helps to reduce the ethno-
centrism of the western scholars; Such studies as The Primitive
Law by Lucy Mair and essays by Radcliffe-Brown on social
sanctions in the Encyclopedia of Social Sciences 1933, ex¬
plain this point.
"British government took over the official administra¬
tion January 1900 of territories in the Gulfs of Benin and
Biafra known as Nigeria. (Mojekwu. 1978: 94-6)
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This official British government administration is the be¬
ginning of the newly imposed English judicial system by the
enactment of the supreme court ordinance.
Traditionally, Unerae-Erhurun has the chief, the enogies
(or councillors), the elders, Odafee (the man who heads
the household's responsibility), and the Odio-Senior. The
structure of the legal system is basically like the British
system, but it does not entail bureacratic procedures and
paper work. The Odio is the elder who has the least status
in the legal system, Odafee has higher status. The status
of elders is higher and the chief and enogies have the highest
status. This system has similarities with the structure of the
so-called British legal system. The equivalent of the
supreme court is the chief and council of enogies. Their
verdict is final.
Colonialism has, however, established a supreme court
which has the same jurisdiction and powers over Nigeria as the
high court of justice in England. This was merely the beginn¬
ing of the British legal overlay and its restrictions.
The British gave the impression in this ordinance that
the African traditional law and custom "would be observed
and enforced." "In order to make provisions for the administra¬
tion of justice the British by the ordinance in 1914 created
the native courts." (Mojekwu. 1978; 102)
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The British legal system and the ordinances enacted
stipulated the function and restrictions of the native
courts. The restrictions of the native courts and its
jurisdictions are:
1. The native law and custom (traditional
law prevailing in the territory over
which the court has jurisdiction).
2. The provision of any ordinance which the
court is authorized to administer.
3. The provision of any ordinance made by
the governor which the court is instructed
to administer.
"The actual fact, the joint operation of some British colonial
ordinances notably the supreme court ordinance, the evidence
ordinance, and the native court ordinance restricted the
application of native law and custom in all its cultural
ramifications. This restriction nearly had the effect of
driving the 'equal' or elders into operating clandestinely
for fear that they (the elders) might be arrested and
imprisoned. But the culture of the people enabled them to
overcome some of these restrictions." (Mojekwu. 1978: 99-102)
The Uneme-Erhurun, like other communities, often cir¬
cumvent the British ordinance through the cultural complex
network. Chris Mojekwu's statement as an eminent lawyer is
specifically accurate.
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The restriction through the statutory limita¬
tion of native law and custom: By this kind
of restriction, native law and custom which
the courts in Nigeria will observe and enforce
must satisfy the following rules:
(A) It must not be repugnant to the British
sense of natural justice, not contrary to the
rules established in England by equity juris¬
diction of the royal courts of justice, and
not offend the good conscience of the British
officials.
(B) The native law and custom to be
enforced and observed is not incomparable direct¬
ly or indirectly or by necessary implications
with any colonial legislation already made or
to be made in the future.
(C) The native custom relied upon in any
matter before any of the courts must not be in-
consistent with or contrary to public policy.
Clearly these restrictions had profound legal
implications. They rendered traditional law
practically inoperable in all statutory courts.
(Mojekwu. 1978: 106-7)
The legalistic restrictions and their strangeness to the
people make the system inoperable. There was a case of some
Unemians who were in the court who had to produce a statement
in their language to another person who interprets to the
judges. In the process a man who ought to have been set
free was jailed because of inaccurate interpretations of
the facts presented.
The British legal restrictions are quoted above were
and are inimical to the peace and harmony of the people. They,
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therefore, have abandoned the use of the courts created by
ordinance and have reinstalled their traditional legal system.
According to the proverb of the birds: Since human beings
have learnt to fire at them without missing them, they (the
birds) have learnt to fly without perching on the mouth of a
sword. That is, since the British have learned to punish,
the elders or Unemians have learned to avoid using their
court without disgracing Unemians in the British court, where
the language used is strange and funny to them.
In his report in 1930, G. I. Jones, one of the senior
Administrative Officers in Nigeria, confirmed the complete
divergence in theory and in practice between native laws
and customs, and the law actually administered in the native
cuurt. He states:
Theoretically, the native court is supposed
to administer native law and custom not in
opposition to the principles of English. But
this almost amounts to a contradition in
terms. One might as well tell a court of the
hundredshire in medieval England that it could
continue to administer its native law and
custom as far as these did not differ with
modern Anglo-Saxon ideas of jurisprudence.
The two differ so radically that all -that
would happen would be that Anglo-Saxon law
and custom could continue to be administered
or that modern English law could take its
place. (G. I. Jones. 1930: 103-4)
In this study, the statement cited above is proven correct.
Both the British legal procedures and the rituals of appeal
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are so strange to the Uneme-Erhurun that the results are
disruptive of their old pattern of legal ways of resolving
their disputes. One Uzanu who was a member of the created
native court and a councilor for the Uneme-Erhurun told
the members of the community what was going on. In all
those years, there were about two cases in Uneme-Erhurun
that appeared in the native courts under Ogie. The rest
were settled in his palace. Ogie abhorred the British
system and advised his people against involvement. However,
the adjudication of taxes provide examples of some cases
that the court must listen to=
In this study, therefore, the British legal system does
exist, but not for the major comprehension of the masses, who
neither speak English. The technical manpower was even lack¬
ing to operate the legal British system.
The answer to the whole problem was given by the people
themselves. The prohibitive cost, the strange procedures
in the English colonial courts, with lawyers and judges
decked out in wigs and gowns, the foreign language spoken
there, the unfamiliar law and the western concept of justice
which the local people could not understand, made it impera¬
tive that they seek other methods for the settlement of
disputes in order to survive as a community. They accordingly,
resorted to familiar grounds, even at the risk of heavy
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penalties if they were officially discovered. (Mojekwu.
1978; 107-8)
The legal system with respect to marriage is no less
than the major important variable of conflict traditionally
because many could not read or write the language or stop
the marriage which has been completed. In this study, there¬
fore, the legal aspect will not be analyzed in the same data
as the religious, which planted the seeds of conflicts. In
the Nigerian constitution there are two types of judicial
systems; the Sharia Court and the Traditional Court. The
legal system was not so devastating to the marriage con-
flicts in the early days as it is now because many Nigerians
have been educated in the western universities. The sociali¬
zation of the students in the cultural pattern of western
ways has caused them to become change agents. In their
various communities, this has much significance under the
British Administration's court system.
The social trends have been Tnodif ied with the combina¬
tion of the two patterns of marriage as stated in Table 1.
In this study less attention is devoted to the legal
implications and conflicts of the Unemian's marriage insti¬
tution. Such conflicts are infinitesimal in nature as ob¬
served by the researcher. For example, Unemians never
married in the courts until 1967. Since they neglected the
use of the courts for marriage, they are of no significance here.
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The law enforcement policies, and the
messengers and the commissioner judge cases
or District Officer convict people, and the
Idogeli (police) beat people while they are
imprisoned. The police were equally used to
force people to work while in prison; Their
work included clearing the government com¬
pounds, and fetching fire wood for the white
commissioner and the court messenger. (Achebe.
1959: 160)
This role pattern is similar to Benin.
The economy became dependent on the production of raw
materials which the Benin's could not consume. Things such
as rubber and others which could be consumed by the people
had to be bought by them. The best land became rubber
plantations and forest reserves for iroko, ebony and
mahogany trees. The values of society and philosophy be¬
gan to change to western values and philosophy. All food
which was produced was not a cash crop, but those that could
be exported were known as cash crops.
The values drastically changed. Unemians believed that
many people are looked upon to perform the roles and function
of the society as it had declined from its original state to
pluralism. On Christmas day in the Unemian community every¬
one who is a Christian must go to the church. The priest
or pastor performs all the celebrations, the people then
simply go home and eat and rest. In the Unemian culture
during "Ukpeh" Festival every family Odafee" performs
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the celebration and service in their house, and later in
the day they will go to "Ugele" center for the community
dancing and celebration. The Unemian festivals and holi¬
days were replaced with the foreign holiday of the "British"
with their laws which did not have any symbolic meaning
to the Unemians.
The incompatability of Uneme-Erhurun culture and that
of the Europeans stems from differences in the philosophy
of life and cultural values. "But this pluralism results
from the fact that each society, whether large or restricted
has produced its own culture. Remember the anthropological
aphorism: it is as if the purpose of each society were to
produce a culture. (Janne. "Culture" Vol. VIII 1982: 29)
The culture of Uneme is produced and governs the society
so that man is the central focus of their cultural ideology.
Everything in its society is for the common good of all.
The struggle by all for the good of all. The community was
responsible for the good of the society. That the kinsmen
are responsible for every individual behavior is a respect¬
ed fact of their culture. This ideological reference is
communalism. To some extent, the religious aspects are
totally different from those of theChristians; especially
the concept of one God. They are pantheistic by nature
and do not believe in a monotheistic god and the creation
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of Adam and Eve. The concept that enables only one
religion to see the light, while all other religions will
go to hell is the Christian concept. They all believe in
reincarnation, for only when you have been reincarnated
several times do you join the spiritual world. Also,
many old people still believe that reincarnation depends
strongly on your behavior in life. If one behaves very
well and obeys all custom and laws, such a person will come
back again, while a bad person will be reincarnated in the
form of lesser beings such as a snake or an ant.
The government and social structure of Uneme is lacking
in elected bodies and party politics. The structure is
based on kinship organization. Every kinship group has a
voice in the day-to-day running of the community. The
elders are not paid, all they earn is homage and respect.
Hence, the wealth of the community was never used for the
payment of officials, like the elders or councilors of the
chief.
(1) The family which in Africa as every¬
where else is the basic unity of society.
Every male and female marries at the proper
age. Every woman is required and expected
to perform her part of the function of mother¬
hood to do her share in continuing the human
race. (2) property: The land and the water
are accessible to all. Nobody is in want of
either, for work, for food, or for clothing.
(3) Social life: this is communistic or
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cooperative. All work for each other.
(4) The tribes have laws regulating
every function of human life and the
laws are known to all the members of the
ethnic group, and justice is administered
by the ethnic chiefs in the presence of the
whole people in the village or town, where
any violation of ethnic laws may have taken
place. There is no need for standing armies.
The whole people of the village or town
are jointly and severally guardians and
preservers of the peace. (Blyden. 1908; 10-1)
These aspects of culture cause incompatibility that applies
to Uneme. The deviations precipitate anarchy, and a lack
of homogeneity with the new values and philosophy.
CHAPTER V
CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE: IDEAL VERSUS ACTUAL BEHAVIOR
There has always been a recognition by social scientists,
especially anthropologists, of the discrepancy betv/een the
ideal culture patte rn valued by the society and the actual
behavior as interpreted and practiced by members of the society.
This is true in every society, including Christian society.
(Beals, Hoijor and Beals. 1977: 36-39)
Some Christian behavior is hypocritical perhaps, but,
the broad generalization about hypocrisy are unscientific,
since all Christians do not behave alike or think the same.
But, there is less discrepancy between the real and the ideal
in Unemian traditional society because of its control mechanisms
and heavy sanctions. Also, Unemian society is more religiously
homogeneous. Many aspects of sexual behavior associated with
Christianity are not related in Unemian culture. For example,
in the process of group initiation, children are socialized.
Sexual relations are considered sacred and should be private
between a man and the wife or wives. Furthermore, sexual
relation concentrates on the primary purpose of creation or
reproduction. Blyden had made the follov/ing comparison of
African and Christian marriage: "The foundation of the African
family is plural marriage and contrary to the general opinion,
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this marriage rests upon the will of the woman, and this
will operate to protect from abusing the functional work
of the sex, and to provide that all women shall share
normally in this work with a view to healthy posterity
and in falling supply of population. Compulsory spinster-
hood is unknown under the African system. This is a creation
of the west. (Blyden. 1908: 11)
The sexual mores of Unemian and Christian are also in
conflict to the extent that some Christian practices such as
celibacy and abstinence are not customary in the culture of
the former, (Uneme-Erhurun) .
Westermark made some interpretation on St. Paul's marriage
guidelines as follows:
Marriage is rooted in the family rather than
the family in marriage. This view would have
been a truism in pre-Christian times, but
since the advent of Christianity it has become
an important proposition needing to be stated
with emphasis. Christianity, and more particular¬
ly St. Paul introduced entirely novel views of
marriage that it existed not primarily for the
procreation of children, but to prevent the sin
of fornication. (Russell. 1957: 44)
The basis of the conflict is visible in the first state¬
ment, and is applicable to Unemian's culture, though not pre-
Christian times. The views of St. Paul on marriage proposed
as ideal are not general practices behavior of the Christian.
The views which he sets forth are as follows:
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(1) Now concerning the things whereof
ye wrote unto me: it is good for a
man not to touch a woman.
(2) Nevertheless, to avoid fornication,
let every man have his own wife, and
let every woman have her own husband.
(3) Let the husband render unto the wife
due benevolence: and likewise also the
wife unto the husband.
(4) The wife hath not power of her own body,
but the husband; and likewise also the
husband hath not power of his own body,
but the wife.
(5) Defraud ye not one the other, except it
be with consent for a time, that ye may
give yourselves to fasting and prayer,
and come together again, that Satan
tempt you for your continency.
(6) But I speak this by permission, and not
of commandment.
(7) For I would that all men were even as I
myself. But every man hath his proper
gift of God, one after this manner, and
another after that.
(8) I say therefore to the unmarried and widows,
it is good for them if they abide even as
I.
(9) But if they cannot contain, let them marry
for it is better to marry than to burn.
(I Corinthians 7: 1-9)
Thus, the marital principles laid down by St. Paul are in
conflict with both the Christian and the Unemian marriage ethics.
Regarding the biological aspect, should one remain childless
and unmarried, as St. Paul outrightly advised his followers?
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What would become of the human race? The human species
would vanish from existance. This ideal guideline is not
observed by the viiole Christian faith.
The Unemian concept of marriage allows only married
men and women to play a role in the drama of Unemian marriage.
St. Paul would not be all owed to give advice without having
personal experiences.
In Uneme-Erhurun, the Anglican Church was the first
church to convert Erhurun people to Christianity in 1952.
It is important to look at the consequences that it brought
to the Unemian community. The history of the Anglican Church
in Uneme-Erhurun started late in the 1940's. The five main
reaons for the delay in the establishment of the church were:
(1) The constitutional talks. (2) The creation of another
house in the governmental state machinery for broader repre¬
sentation in the colonial government. (3) The financial
problem and creation of districts. (4) The preparation for
independence. (5) The Unemian's chief's position. Despite
all these delays, a parish was established and finally built
outside the city community in an area where the unholy
people are buried.
When the church building was finished, they put two
poles up and one across to hang the old rim of a tire bell
to summon members to the church and the children to the
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Sunday school. This differed from the unemian method of
having the community announcer use *’Ulo," a bell to draw
the people to the palace or center as the elders or the
chief designated the meeting place.
The establishment of church in Uneme-Erhurun was the
first step toward acculturation of its children into the
western culture. But it should also be noted that about
1961 the first mosque was also built, with an actual member¬
ship of not above ten people by 1973. It is important to
note this fact, because Christian religion has had the greater
influence on the Unemians.
As the Anglican Church struggled for a place in Uneme-
Erhurun, first initial conflict facing the people of the
community was whether to reject the church with all its ad¬
vantages and disadvantages. After the council of the elders
met and the chief Otarus, then the King of the Unemians, and
the elders considered the value of the church in relation to
the education of the children, and the need to be able to pro¬
duce educated people who could communicate with the foreigners
or colonial officials who may come to their community.
Initially, there was only a rule that the church should not
interfere with their culture. But the Unemian concept of
marriage and marriage practices was tampered with as time
went on. The English took a different view of marriage which
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was contradictory to the Unemians. Each Unemian convert
to Christianity must marry only one wife, and if the convert
was a polygamist, he must divorce all but one wife.
It was on this basis that many of the first members of
the community started to react negatively to the church.
African religions have neither founders
nor reformers, there is no conversion
from one traditional religion to another.
Each society has its own religious sytem,
and the propagation of such a complete
system would involve propagating the en¬
tire life of the people concerned. There¬
fore, a person has to be born in a particular
society in order to assimilate the religious
system of the society to which he belongs.
(Mbiti. 1970: 5)
The conflict over polygamy was the beginning of the ad¬
verse experiences of the converts from the Unemian community.
Some refused to accept to divorce their wives for they thought
that God had not given any commandment as to how many wives
one should marry. Many refused even to listen or visit the
church, but allowed their children to go to school in order
to learn to read and write in English. Note that Unemians
have their own artistic writing which they call "Esuu," and
a type of writing called "Ikpiname." The best of those
writing traditionally are women and one of them is Amina
Asimiafele.
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The Unemian's Anglican Church called "St. Luke" based
its concepts on marriage in an almost acceptable form with
which Unemians could live.
In Christianity the function of love, as stated by
the church in Uneme, would insure a meaningful interaction
of both partners ad infinitum. Yet, as many studies show,
the Christian code of ethics is difficult to live up to.
This type of love, new to Unemian converts or would-be
Christians, is in contradition with their collective love
of all their kin-group. One cannot live without his kin-group
The love of the wife above the kinsmen means a danger of sur¬
vival to the man because one can survive the impact of family
isolationism.
It is this view of love and marriage that has shaped
the model of Christian marriage. Also, the ccnception of the
modern Christian marriage was modified after the French Revolu
tion.
In quite modern times, that is to say since
about the period of the French Revolution,
an idea has grown up that marriage should be
the outcome of romantic love. Most modern
persons at any rate in English-speaking
countries, take this for granted, and have
no idea that not long ago it was a revolutionary
innovation. The novels and plays of a hundred
years ago deal largely with struggle of the
younger generation to establish this new basis
for marriage as opposed to the traditional
marriage of parental choice. (Russell. 1957;
74-5)
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The concept of romantic love is a departure from
Unemians* culture and ethic of marriage and is a basis of
conflicts between Unemian Christians and the community.
Unemians believe that a child does not know enough about
life to make a decision on marriage without the parental
intervention in the marital procedure. Hence, many scholars
who have done research on marriages of the Europeans, tend
to view America as being too serious about romantic love,
exagerating it out of proportion. "In America where
marriage has been taken more seriously than anywhere else,
and where law and custom alike are based upon dreams of
spinsters, the result has been an extreme prevalence of
divorce and an extreme rarity of happy marriage." (Russell.
1957: 75-6)
It is necessary for social scientists to reexamine
the whole system of Christian ethics, both in theCatholic
and the Protestant forms as far as possible without the
preconceptions to which a Christian education predisposes
them. The western Christian marriages are seen as Utopian
although the marriage institution suffers from the high
divorce rates. The ability to reach the ideal Christian
becomes only a dream to many Christians. This study is not
designed for this purpose. Criticism of these reviews and
quotations are pertinent to the study to help curtail the
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doubts of some Americans who may believe that the study does
not look at American marriages in a wide perspective.
Although the close reciprocal relationship between church
and family has been considerably modified by the secular changes
taking place in our society, the teaching and precepts of
historical Christianity are still fundamental to the family.
Religion is the first element of American culture patterns
that call for extensive analysis to provide the social
setting for our consideration of the family. (Truxal and
Merrill. 1953; 46)
It is possible to infer that marriage and family institutions
in America have a religious foundation as their base of actions
and functions. The family in the western concepts will be as
defined by George P. Murdock.
The family is the basic institution of
the society. We are all members of one
family, and the majority of us are members
of two families. These units may be called
the family of orientation, and the family
of procreation. The family in which we are
born (orientation), cares for us in helpless
infancy, nurture and instructs us in child¬
hood, struggles with us during adolescence,
and finally sends us out into the world as
mature men and women. The family that we
form by marriage (procreation) provides the
social setting with which we bear and rear
our own children, furnishes us affectionate
companionship and emotional security, and
gives us a sense of belonging to a sympa¬
thetic group in an impersonal world.
(Murdock. 1949; 125)
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This definition applies solely to the modern Christian
family pattern which is the opposite of the Uneme-Erhurun
as observed in the study.
Preparation for marriage begins within
the family. The process of development
for marriage goes on as the child inter¬
acts with children in the playgrounds of
the neighbourhood and school. Later this
process continues in the more formalised
association of boys and girls at parties
and dances which start in the last years
of grammar school, and run through the
secondary school period. Out of these group
gatherings emerge the pairing relationships
of dating, going together, and keeping
steady company. (Burgess and Wallis«
1953: 62-3)
Dating, Courtship, and Family
The role of dating, courtship in American culture is
vital to understanding the American marriage institution,
and all the western Christian societies. As a matter of
fact, these variables of dating and courtship have not
attained a specific definition because of the interwoveness
of the words. "Dating is an evolving activity which has
a number of forms and includes behavior at different
stages in the progression from early adolescence to
marriage." (Truxal, 1953: 1490).
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Courtship and Marriage Phenonmenon in the
American Culture and Christian Marriages
These will be discussed according to the list of
tables. The first table titled "A Comparative Model
of Marriage" is basically divided into two parts. One
deals with events before marriage, the other the events
after marriage.
There are three patterns of courtship with respect
to the rapidity with which persons travel the distance
from the first date to informal engagement. The two
extremes of accelerated and prolonged action are called
the telescoped and extended courtships. Thus, the tele¬
scoped courtship is one in which dating, going steady,
falling in love, and becoming engaged are compressed
into a very brief span.
In the first column of the table in the telescoped
courtship and dating are grouped together. According to
Burgess's study, the telescoped courtship is very common
in American culture. Its very nature brings young people
into quick action and decisions. This courtship is
commensurate to the variable of reciprocal investigation
in traditional marriage.
The second variable is dating expenses. A first appoint¬
ment between two teenagers to go to a dinner or movie or the
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last pre-arranged meeting of the engaged couple before
marriage are both dates. This phenomena in the second
column is classified in the tradition as bethrothal ex¬
change. This means the movie may be paid by the male, and
if dinner is included, the man will be responsible. All
these expenses play a social role and also help to establish
a friendship.
The third item of the comparative model of marriage is
the presentation of the engagement ring, which means amount
of bride-wealth agreed upon. At this point, the engage¬
ment ring symbolizes a promise to the lady of possible
marriage. However, the promise can be broken.
The fourth variable is the dress materials; this variable
is unique to the choice of the girl of the type of materials
and colors she likes.
The Pre-Marital Cheperonnage Visiting
The traditional marriage permits the man to give a
monetary reward to the junior brothers and sisters of the
wife-to-be.
The fifth variable in the column is bachelor's eve, a
brief ceremony with very close friends and relations of the
would-be-husband. Marital gifts of approval, with the little
gathering of the kin groups to the sharing is classified on
the same column in the traditional marriage variable.
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The sixth variable, which is wedding ring, used in
modern marriage. There are several ways to become married.
One is through a justice of the peace, the other through a
minister ordained by a church. In a much organized, highly
formal wedding, the ceremony is very elaborate. The marriage
fee and certificate will be produced in the process. Kin-
group of either the two families may also be present at the
ceremony. The comparative variable in the traditional
family marriage is the marriage ritual and sacrifice; which
the bride's parents will be allowed to perform. In Uneme-
Erhurun, like many other societies in Africa, the Unemian's
marriage is the type called "mock battle." The wedding is
formalized with organized party at the end of the seventh
day. There is spinster eve in which all young girls come
to the new wife to help in decorating and keeping her. This
is the complete process of marriage in the traditional
patterns.
The description above is the pre-marital aspect of
marriage. The post-marriage variables are the honeymoon,
ceremony, and gift, cohabitation and residence of couple.
Marriage Orientation
In the modern Christian marriage, after the wedding, the
couple go on a honeymoon. This is a short holiday in which
the couple stay away from home and go to a place of their
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interest to spend time together. It is possible that some
people may not spend as much time on their honeymoon as
others do. Some do not have a honeymoon at all due to some
personal reasons. In Unemian culture, there is no honeymoon,
but rather a period of marriage orientation in which the new
wife is introduced to the groom's family life, introduced
to his family members (kingroup), and a period of diet
initiation because every family has some types of foods of
viiich the members are forbidden to partake. The wife is
taken to the family property like the farmland and is shown
its boundaries also.
The ceremony and gift presentation is common to both
marriage patterns. However, in Unemian culture, the gift
and ceremony is given only once on the wedding day. The
giving of anniversary gifts, birthday gifts, and holiday
gifts is not done in the Unemian culture. This is a cause
of strong conflict in relation to the western modern marriage
customs.
The patterns of residence after marriage are different.
The traditional marriage requires patrilocal residence, v/hile
the modern marriage involves neolocal residence.
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Table II
The western monogamous marriage; a marriage of one
man to one woman, creating a family consisting of a father,
mother and children; the children could be brothers and
sisters or sister and brother only. The nuclear family
model is the conventional way that western anthropologists
diagram the family. This may be applied to the modern
African monogamous marriage. The detail illustration as
shown by the table is the shortest meaningful explanation.
Table III
The model of Africa polygamy. It is in this area that
this thesis emphasizes the neglect of the western scholars.
The polygamous pattern shows that a man marries in accordance
with his financial ability to satisfy the basic human nseds
of his wives and children. The symbols of a man and a woman
are the same, but there is a circle v/ithin a circle in the
chart to designate a new format of plural wives. The
circles are in order of the first wife, the second, and the
third wife depending on the number of wives. The line
connecting the circles symbolizes the go-between role played
by the ocher wife. It is important to remember that after
the first marriage, the kin group is not so much involved
as a go-between. The largest of the inside circles
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represent the younger wives. Also, the triangle
represents the same function and role as described
above. This table represents the effort to diagram the
African polygamous marriage.
Table IV
This is the Kinship Terminology chart of the people
Uneme-Erhurun, Edo branch Bendel State of Nigeria.
The people of Uneme-Erhurun have a Hawaiian "Kinship
Terminology." Descent is double; residence is patrilocal,
inheritance is patrilineal with primogeniture. As shown
in Table IV, the double descent is involved and evidenced
because the mother's brother plays a vital role in the
affairs of his children, such as in some rituals and initia¬
tion ceremonies and in the marriages of their children. This
is not an individual role, but one which is institutionalized
and required because of his status among the internal kin.
Table V
The map used here helps to illustrate and direct
attention to the Unemian area. It projects the Edo speak¬
ing people and their territory.
CHAPTER VI
THE BASIS OF CONFLICT BETWEEN MODERN AND
TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE
In conclusion, there are conflicts between the two
patterns of marriages discussed in this study. The basis
of these conflicts originate in differing thoughts and
behaviors relating to the eight variables enumerated
previously. (1) The concepts of life and marriage are
valued differently in these two cultures.
The African has developed and organized
a system useful to him for all the needs
of life. It is our purpose to endeavour
to describe in these articles, the way
he has constructed for himself his priori¬
ties of the world. We shall deal with social
arrangements under which, evolved in the course
of centuries, he has lived and thriven,
generation after generation. And we must
premise that we are dealing with the African
pure and simple, that so called 'pagan
Africa'. The man untouched either by
European or Asiatic influence. (Blyden.
1908: 10)
The Unemian society, a purely traditional and simple
society whose traditional life was untouched by outside
influence until recently is described in this study at
length. The philosophy and concept of Unemian's life is
simply the struggle by all for the good of all. It is
this concept that governs their collectivism and communalism,
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their economic approach to life. The Uneme-Erhurun's
concept of life is expressed in the proverb: "Agbo Kee
Emirin Pataah emirin pataah Kha Agbo." (Life is every¬
thing, everything is a part of life.) Life is the
happiness and sadness derived from existence and experiences
shared in common with others equally through ages. Hence,
every Unemian is a teacher as well as a student. The
western capitalistic concept of individualism is opposed
to collectivism. The historical experiences of the two so¬
cieties are dramatically opposed to each other. Hence,
the development of a common form of social organization
is different. The Darwinian concept of the law of natural
selection that only the strong shall live and the weak must
die expresses the competition that reflects the greedy
nature of the western society.
The origin of the Anglican Church in Uneme came as a
result of two possible actions of Unemians: (1) some who
travelled to Yoruba land were converted and they suggested
that the church should undertake the task of converting
other Unemians. (2) Or, it is possible that visitors
passing by noticed the absence of a Christian church in
the community and thought it necessary to prepare to preach
the word of God in Uneme. It was in 1949 that the first
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Unemian person actually came to initiate negotiations
leading to permission to preach the word of God. However,
the possibility of having a church was suggested to the
chief and the elders a long time before that.
The Establishment of the Church and the Conflict
The establishment of the church took place in about 1952.
An area outside the borders of the existing community was
given to them. This area was near to the unholy land, that
is, land termed unholy because it is near the burial place
of the Unemian people, and close to the river "Oyiami."
The missionaries were told to obey the rules and regula¬
tions of the Unemian people. They were allowed to do those
things that would enhance unity, harmony, proper morals and
manners of the youth. The Unemian's orders •were to keep
their eyes open. The initial conflict stems from the first
day that the converts were told the code of ethics of
Christianity.
The church wanted all the converts to renounce the
marriage of more than one wife. Some quickly withdrew from
being members, but others who were married to only one wife
accepted the faith outright. The building structure of the
church was different in style; a bell was rung to invite
all the members to church and Sunday School. A conflict
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ensued from the use of the bell instead of the drum. The
drum and "ulo" bell. The basic conflict outside the eight
listed variables are fundamental to the whole society.
Sunday was instituted as the Sabbath or a holy day, in
opposition to "Elewoo" which the traditional Unemian takes
as his holy day. Traditionally, Unemians had no weekly
worship. A conflict came when the elders set aside a day
for clearing the roads; for if the day fell on a Sunday,
those Unemians who were Christians could not participate.
They then had to pay fines to their elders for disobeying.
The traditional holidays were practically replaced
by the Christian holidays. The Christians did not want to
participate in traditional sacrifices or rituals any
more because participation was against their religious
beliefs.
Traditionally, the practices of the women's circumcision
and the "ekumi," or repentance of a woman who has morally
misbehaved in the husband's house, was rejected by the Unemian
Christian. It was also against the Unemian's tradition to
allow men to participate in worship of the female goddesses
since they have their own priest and pastor or bishop, they
do not deserve man's help. These conventional Unemian
beliefs became taboo to the young Christians. This was
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the state of affairs until there was a meeting of the
elders to reemphasize their position on these points of
conflict of their values with the Christian converts.
They settled peacefully, however, with observation and
recognition of the existence of the two patterns of values.
"Christianity in direct and indirect ways has had probably
the most fundamental, widespread, and creative effect
of any element entering Africa South of the Sahara in
modern time." (Ottenberg. 196?; 490)
The challenge to traditional socialization which
gave a strong advantage to the church was the building
of the school. This was to some extent advantageous,
because children were taught to read and write and to
speak English to communicate with the foreigners, many
of whom came to the community as officials from the
council of the colonial masters. The researcher, for
example, was sent to the same school.
Decisions as to what children may do or not do in
school come from the school authorities rather than the
father or mother of the children, or the Council of Elders
of the community. The learning of the student in the
school, however, helps the community to advance in cultural
pluralism.
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The first conflict in the school situation was the
prohibition of the children talking their language in
the school. Their language was called the vernacular
and was not to be spoken by the students. The penalty
was heavy. The researcher specifically was punished,
for speaking his language by the headmaster, and given
three strokes of the cane and, in addition to all this,
he was asked to pay a penny. Since the majority of students
could not afford to pay the fines, they were beaten.
Some parents were concerned over this, but were un¬
able to pay. Some withdrew their children from the school.
Some children begged for money; others resorted to stealing
from their mothers in order to be able to pay these fines.
The effect of this language prohibition was the loss of
their own language by the children, for they grew up to
speak more English better their own language. The re¬
quirement was successful in socializing the Unemian
children as marginal beings in their own culture.
There was no hospital in Uneme-Erhurun. The closest
one was about thirty or forty miles. Thus, the Unemians
were basically herbalists. They were so well versed in
the herbs to the point that their knowledge and methods of
curing were more advanced than that of the colonial masters 1
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The church initiated the changes in Unemian society in
medical practice through changes in their religious be¬
liefs and impact of the western values and culture
on traditional beliefs and practices.
Marriage and Basic Values
The basic values of the traditional marriage are now
in particular conflict with the modern marriage. Marriage
to the Unemian is basically for procreative and social
reasons. But, the western marriage is not necessarily for
any biological purpose according to St. Paul. As Russell
said in reference to I Corinthians, verse 8, "It will be
seen that in this passage, St. Paul makes no mention
whatever of children; the biological purpose of marriage
appears to him wholly unimportant. This is quite natural,
since he imagined that the second coming was imminent and
that the world would soon come to an end." (Russell, 1959:
45-8) According to Russell's interpretation of St. Paul's
marriage guideline: "At the second coming, men were to be
divided into sheep and goats, and the only thing of real
importance was to find one's self among the sheep on that
occasion. St. Paul holds that sexual intercourse, even
in marriage is something of a handicap in the attempt to
win salvation." (I Corinthians 8: 32-4) This statement
became the significant guideline in the Christian religion.
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Nevertheless, it is possible for married people to be
saved, but fornication is a deadly sin, and the unrepented
fornicator is sure to find himself among the goats. A
view of this sort which goes against biological facts,
can only be regarded by sane people as a morbid abberation.
The fact that it is embedded in Christian ethics has made
Christianity throughout its whole history a force tending
toward mental disorders and unwholesome views of life.
According to Russell's interpretation of St. Paul, one
could see what precipitated homosexual marriages in the
Christian world rather than the non-Christian.
As the statement has shown this Christian concept of
marriage is dysfunctional to the marriage institution of
the Unemian community. A person who is without a child
whether male or female calls for divorce to end the union.
Wealth to an Unemian is in persons, especially children:
"Omo Nemi" means that a child is above wealthy The moral
value places on everybody the obligation to be married at
the proper time.
It is of great significance that this concept is recog¬
nized throughout the whole continent of Africa. Uneme-
Erhurun is no exception to the rule. It seems at this
juncture that we hold the values of wealth in people as
constant in Uneme-Erhurun because land as capital is
collectively owned. Labor is rendered freely by people
to each other and is usually exchanged freely. That is
"Oruuh," meaning if you work for me today for free, the
next time I will work free for you. This cooperative
value of Uneme is in conflict with the culture of capitalism,
which stresses competition.
Polygamy as Opposed to Monogamy
Because of the prescriptions of the church, some members
of the Anglican Church divorce their second wife because
of their new religion. Some people refused to obey, others
promised they would do so but never did. Some men told the
church leader, God will be annoyed if they divorce the
woman for no good reason. The informant did not give any
name, he pointed and said "owaarin" meaning that person.
This brought about people going to Apostolic church
which was established about six years later. One person,
who would have belonged to the C.M.S. Anglican Church,
joined the Apostolic Church and later married another wife.
The many divorces which were previously very uncommon, were
becoming a significant social trend among the few Christians
who were converts.
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Children were asked in school to develop profiles on
the community regarding polygamy, and children from polygamous
homes were asked to tell their parents to divorce the rest of
the women. In one particular instance, however, the child
was not given the opportunity like others to advance his
education. The teacher refused to recommend the child for
promotion because of the parent's marital status.
Kinship Disorganization
The introduction of western education tends to take the
children away from home so far away that the role the children
ought to play is always neglected. Many children, like the
researcher who was sent to school in Ibadan, lived about
two hundred miles away from their folks and usually came
home but once in a year. Finally, he was forced to come home
for one initiation ceremony. But many of the Unemian children
end up living in the city or the place where they were schooled
and to marry outside the community as a result of being sent
away for a western education.
Adoption of Groom's Name
Due to religion and the school socialization processes,
the children are taught other western values and customs.
For exairple, in western society, the vrife takes the last
name of the husband, prefaced by the title "Mrs." Traditionally,
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in Uneme there is no such word as "Mrs." It is important
to note that in the whole community they call a wife by
the child's name. In case of a woman who is newly married
and has no child, she is called "Omami."
Many of the researcher's class mates and many of his
age group do not know their mother's name and never call
their father by his name. On the day of registration for
Baptism, the children were called to give their father and
mother's names. These they did not know. They were sent
home to ask for their father and mother's names, if possible,
to write them on a paper.
When a woman marries, she does not belong wholehearted¬
ly to the husband's family. In some cases serious family
matters may not be discussed in her presence. Also, her
marriage does not separate her from her family of orienta¬
tion. "In Africa one who was born into a family v'ill
always belong to it. Marriage does not divorce oneself
from one's family. The wife belongs to her family, not to
her husband's family." (Osei. 1971: 12) When a wife dies
the husband or his family has not right to bury a deceased
without permission from her kin. It is this very phenomena
that makes the adoption of the groom's last name unpracticed
culture.
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The Uneme vestige kinship relation will conclude that the
man and woman who answer to the same last name are brother
and sister, meaning it is classified as incest. Another
characteristic of Unemians is to show respect for elders
or seniors by not calling their names. When such person's
children hear anyone calling their parents by their name,
they would feel as though their parents were being disrespect
ed by that person. In some instances the impression of dis¬
respect may cause a fight or some violence. Adoption of
the groom's name is one of the Christian endangering values
to the marriage institution.
With the victory of Christianity and the
barbarians, the relations of men and
women sank to a pitch of brutality which had
been unknown in the ancient world for many
centuries. The ancient world was vicious,
but not brutal. In the dark ages religion
and barbarism combined to degrade the sexual
side of life. In marriage, the wife had no
rights; outside marriage, since all was sin,
there was no object in curbing the natural
beastliness of the uncivilized male.
(Russell. 1957: 63)
This is a custom that can drastically increase the cost of
modern marriage.
The neglect of betrothal also causes a conflict between
families who arranged the betrothal if one of the children
does not want to marry the choice of the family. For example
it leaves the wife-giving kin disappointed as to who should
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marry their daughter after all the time she has spent
waiting for the would-be-husband. It creates a very
tense situation which always causes conflict between
families.
Non-Kinship Member Involvement in Marriage
As the Unemian custom teaches parental responsibility
to children, marriage is the most important responsibility
the culture stresses for it is obligatory for parents to
find a wife for their son and a husband for their daughter.
The honor and dignity of parents who are able to perform
such roles for their children is highly respectable. But,
the non-involvement of the parents in the marriages of any
of their children is considered degrading. It causes a
conflict within the kingroup. The father may blame the wife
as the cause or the wife may blame the father. One kingroup
may stress the other is neglecting the proper upbringing
of its children.
In western Europe the age of marriage is determined by
law; in the Unemian's life nothing determines age of marriage
other than parental decision. The older you are the more
people respect you. The Unemian culture does not center
itself on age. That means there is no fixed age when you
can marry without parental approval. Because a family
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gives their daughter not to one person but to the whole
family. Only citizens of the United States who are eighteen
years of age or older may marry without parental consent.
This aspect is not the case of Uneme-Erhurun. The pay¬
ment of a bridewealth of the girl requires that the kingroup
must be informed irrespective of her age according to the
culture. The action of parties involved in the romantic love
is an abnormal act, that will precipitate social conflict
between both families, wife-giving and wife-taking.
In recent articles in Nigerian newspapers, advice was
being given on how to win your mother-in-law.
A mother-in-law is a woman that the law of
marriage imposes on you as your second mother
and you have to treat her like your real
mother. A mother-in-law is of a great signi¬
ficance part of marriage to some, she did not
follow the traditional pattern thoroughly, and
tends to invite problems. Just a woman who
may come between you and your husband, but to
others it spells doom and disaster, because
to some it means different things to to some
it means much. It is those who knows the
power and obey their cultural norms that have
a happy marriage. (Anwan, Angela. 1981: 8)
It is the social trend of cultural contact that precipi¬
tates the conflicts of values as regards marriages in the
continent at this period. In Uneme-Erhurun there is a strong
element of conservatism and it has not been too exposed to
the trends, except in some cases.
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The contact of the two cultures and the struggle for
accommodation between them has made the combination of these
cultural patterns of marriage possible. In some cases
both patterns of marriages are practiced. In this case
the problems cause the social alienation of some parents
who have no knowledge of western culture. Another condition
that calls for question is the legal problem relating to the
will of the husband in the case of death and divorce. The
family of the groom may want to claim the children's property?
the wife may then resort to the court. But according to the
present information, this is not yet a serious question since
few of the married people using this pattern have died.
Many cases of this nature have been happening in the Yoruba
area of the country.
The cost of marriage is astronomical in Nigeria in the
process of combination. Marriage law regarding marriage
expenses in 1981,in Sokoto State of Nigeria, is the law that
manifests a demonstration in the state:
The law of 1981 assented to by the governor,
except where the bill regulates marriage
expenses not exceeding 15 Naira cash, is
believed that the other part of the law is
against our culture. Under the bill, it is
now an offense to have any gathering in the
house of a married couple or wedding cere¬
monies, and gathering in the couple during
marriage or naming ceremonies. Also, monetary
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or betrothal gifts to a girl during court¬
ship and food stuffs taken to the wife's
house after marriage has also been banned.
(New Nigerian. 1982: 17)
It is not a matter of elaborate interest in this study,
but to throw light on the marriage cost of traditional pattern
with the addition of the western wedding pattern. The bill
was outrightly defeated. The values and culture in Sokoto
is purely traditional and not western.
In the other proposed amendments in the marriage act,
the Medical Women's Association of Nigeria (MWAN) in a
statement issued in Lagos recently said that:
The present marriage act covered all religions
and traditional forms of marriage and had served
the country well since Independence. The
requesting marriage certificate as proposed by
a Member of the House of Representatives is
unprogressive and against the best interests
of the majority of Nigerians. (New Nigerian.
1982: 17)
These are the various opinions of the public which give
the study an element of authenticity of the majority of the
people who strongly support their traditions. The latent
function is the fact that it is not constant as the people
wish their culture to be. The socialization of the younger
generation is different from the older people as observed.
Thus, there is a new trend of pattern which may emerge, which
is different from the traditional or western type of marriage.
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The social problem resulting causes much stress for single
men and women, although single women are more pressured by
the society than the men.
Thirty-three year old women are still
singles. How do they feel? Terrible
and incomplete; or do they just shrug
off the thought, some people at work,
and family, sometimes pity them. How
do we cope with nudging and the gossips
and the family pressure on us. (Rolake
Omonubi. "Single at Thirty-Three,"
Sunday Tribune. 1982: 11)
It is the social phenomena that is developing from this
cultural contact. These are the many courses that the
combination of the two marriage patterns are taking. People
generally wait for a time when they are able to meet up with
the combined patterns of model diagram. It takes time,
and is economically involving (expensive). The whole kindred
will have to be committed to such marriage for financial
assistance. The latent function of this, is the result of
the single at thirty-rhree syndrome.
CHAPTER VII
THE MODIFICATION OF TRADITIONAL
MARRIAGE AND CONSEQUENCES
The contact of the new culture with manifest functions
different from the traditional pattern may instigate concubinage
and divorce.
Traditionally, there is no place for concubines as a part
of the socio-cultural norm. But given the conflict between
cultures, this phenomenon emanates from the contact with
western Christian marriage and traditional marriage.
The growing prevalence of monogamy, at
least among urban, western educated
Africans, seem to be a definite trend
away from the traditional culture. It
has been suggested that the still per¬
vasive traditional marriage culture
emphasis is on the value of progeny
which may well direct the male spouses of
monogamous households toward concubinage
and extramarital affairs. The new custom
of having a modern household in town and
a traditional one in the village. This is
observed here and there among the urbanite
and elites, and may be one of the new forms
of adaptation that proves to be viable.
(Uchendu. 1979: 86-7)
In the traditional marriage a man usually acquires
a first wife who is the family choice before marrying an
educated one who is his personal choice. Omari found that
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many educated Africans, particularly if they had studied
overseas, tended to divorce their illiterate wives to
marry educated ones. In terms of the study this practice
is a phenomena that will result in constant conflict be¬
tween the two cultures if there is no intervention. Al¬
though the Unemian has no conflict according to the
informant, it does not, however, mean that there are no
divorces; there are a few.
The modern trends as observed through the media calls
for serious attention. An article entitled "50 Ways to
Lose Your Husband," by Wally Black states: "Pick his
pockets, wallet or briefcases for evidence of the other
woman. Challenge any girl you see with him to a duel."
This domestic problem is the constant concern of the media.
So, too, is visible jealouse which is unknown in the
traditional marriage pattern.
The high cost of marriage as discussed, was called to
the attention of the government. Many bills proposed in
the House were defeated categorically by a series of
protests by some associations and individuals calling for
repeal of the bill for the interest of their culture.
As a result of single men and women, the social problem
caused by this phenomena has caused some of the social
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problems of crime; for example, stealing and drinking. The
singles try many ways to make money for marriage. Some
involved themselves in dubious ways. Some even steal money
from the bank to enable them to meet the demand of the society
which is marriage. The women are forced to engage in immoral
social relation. Thus, some may be pregnant and have a
child out of wedlock. This further calls for kinship
sanctions on such a daughter. As the oldest informant
stated, "The world we see has left us with shame," she said,
"About thirty years ago you could not see any woman as a
prostitute in the street or hotel." "The gods have closed
their eyes for the shameless children," he concluded.
In conclusion, the major weakness of the study lies in
one fundamental aspect: that in Uneme-Erhurun's culture,
information relating to women rituals is not discussed in
detail with men; to the woman this is immoral. As a result,
it will be of great importance for a woman to conduct a
similar study on the marriage ritual from a female's
perspective.
Another observation is the fact that on the basis of
information and literature reviews, it is important for the
Christian to re-evaluate the Christian code of ethics.
If seems as though the Christian marriag^e is idealistic
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and utopian in nature, a mere mockery or myth, rather
than a reality. Since in every system of Christian
marriages in the western world marriage laws are
categorically violated by the parties involved, it seems
that a critical study should be made.
In the study, therefore, the Uneme-Erhurun's cultural
conservatism will continue, and where it will lead is a
question which can be answered only with time.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the study shows the significance of
marriages in both cultures. The two patterns of marriages
as illustrated in the diagram, gave the insight into the
arena of conflicts. In the process of the study, I ob¬
served that there is a more significant degree of romance
and happiness in a purely traditional marriage than in a
'modern marriage.'
It is said in Anthropology that "it seems that man
is born only to create culture." Thus, one will agree that
both traditional and modern marriages are basically ful¬
filling the function of the marriage institution. There
is no marriage that is bad; traditional marriage suffers
from being labelled inferior or primitive; such, hov/ever,
is not the case.
Since man is born to create culture, it is important
for the people to live in an environment for which the
culture is created.
The cultural-outgush is a form of cultural imperialism
superimposed on other weaker groups of people to make them
inferior and lose their cultural identity. Hence, in the
study these variables are the basis of conflict betw’een the
traditional and the madern patterns of marriages:
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(1) The concept of life, marriage, and
the basic values of the two different
cultures;
(2) Polygny as opposed to monogamy;
(3) Kinship disorganization;
(4) Neglect of Betrothal and Bride Wealth;
(5) Involvement of non-Kin members in marriage;
(6) Combination of the two marriage patterns;
(7) The resulting concubinage and divorce.
These seven variables are the essential elements in
the conflict between both types of marriages. If the social
trends continue, there is a possibility that the stronger
culture will defeat the weaker culture. To check against
the possible continuous conflicts, these possible solutions
can help to resolve the problems:
(1) The government should give equal recognition
to traditional marriage, modern marriage
and holidays. Where necessary, dresses
should be modified to something which is
conventionally accepted by the people as
a part of the culture.
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(2) The government should educate the
masses of the people concerning the
problems of the western marriage and the
subsequent high rate of divorces.
(3) The government should place import re¬
strictions on the foreign marriage
materials, including the wedding gown,
ring, cake, etc.
It will help the people if the government could run a
program on the media for possible constant discussion on
why there are so many unhappy marriages in the west. That
hypocracy of holding hands in the streets and kissing in
public places in the western countries is not a function of
stable marriage, that Africa still have more family ties and
more stable marriages than the west. The public should be
informed that there is no more ideal Christian marriage, as
a result of the observation of many illnesses in Christian
marriages. The facts that Christian marriages are utopian
and myths.
If these principles are implemented, I think the issue
will be resolved and will give the ethnic groups a more sense
of belonging and element of ethnocentism.
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The most degrading is the fact that religion has
taken all the holidays of the Nigerians. There is not
one holiday in the name of tradition of the Nigerians.
Elewoo, the traditional Uneme-Erhurun holiday has been
replaced by an eastern holiday. All the Unemian gods in
the form of their saints like Irimi, Igbode, Eberumeshaah, and
Aguuyiokha egbe were not represented in religious observations
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When one computes the expenses of the variables in /
each column, the Western marriage is found to be
more expensive than the traditional marriage. When
one attempts to combine the two marriage patterns,









MODEL OP MODERN OR WESTERN MONOGAMOUS MARRIAGE
A O
FATHER MOTHER
The above model is the conventional way
that Western anthropologists diagram the
family. This applies to Modern African
monogamous marriage, but does not apply












The connecting lines are of great
importance because after the first








= First circle means
first wife.
= Second circle means
second wife.
= Third circle means third
wife.
The lines connecting these
circles symbolizes the role
of the go-between or help
of wife to the next wife
in the process of marriage.
APPENDIX D
TABLE IV
KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY CHART FOR THE PEOPLE OF
UNEME-ERHURUN, EDO BRANCH,






































NOR OMOSE NOR OKPOSOH
NOR OMOSE NOR OKPOSOH
^ o
The people of Uneme-Erhurun have a "Hawaiian" kinship terminology.
Descent is patrilineal, residence is patrilocal and inheritance
is patrilineal with promogeniture.
Source; Murdock, C. P., 1957. Ethnographic Atlas,




THE KINGDOM OF BENIN











EFINEEKOLISO; Wedding ceremony (plural form)
ERHURUN: Hill or mountain
ENOGIE: The executive Council of the chief
EMIRIN; Something
ERAHAME: My father
FINEEKOLISOt Wedding ceremony (singular form)
IFIMI: The act of placing decorated beads or necklace
on the neck of an engaged lady
IKPERAMI: A ritual for transfering a widow to a kin
group (Levirate)
lYUU-UNEME; The mother of Uneme
IROKO: The king of trees






OKEMAAH SIROIN UNUN: Act of eating together with
couple on their wedding day
the
ONONOYISOMI: Elopist, or a lady that runs
marriage
to




ONO MAH AIGBO: creator
OMO: Child
OLEOSI; Cause
ODOGBOLI A greedy person
OSOKUNRUN: Sky
OMO NEEMI; Child is above any wealth
ODAFEE; A head of household
ODIO: Senior
OGIE: Chief or king
OiriAMI: A name of a river
OMOSE: A male child
OKPOSOOH: A female




UGBA: A plate made of calabash
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UBUEE: visiting at night approved by both
parents of the would-be husband and
wife
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